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·BIBLES lor EVERY ONE
At Reasonable Prices

Our Special Bible For
Teachers and Preacl1ers

• The Gift Bible
AN UNUSUAL VALUE FOR
THE MONEY

This Dible is one of the most atDICTIONARY OF PROPER
tr-active b argains we have ever offered.
NAMES, and SUBJECT INDEX.
several hundred copies having been
Also TEN BEAUTIFUL MAPS
sold during the past twelve months.
IN COLORS.
It originolh• sold for SII.OO, but -As a special feature it contains a
through n very forttmatc purchase we
COVER INDEX which enables
are in position to sell it to you at this
the reader to turn ~irectly to any
very special price.
book in the Bible.
-It is bound in genuine Morocco,
NOTE THESE FEATURES, AND
leather lined, overlapping edges,
YOU WILL REALIZE ITS
with the open-flat back feature.
REAL VALUE
A Bible that will last a long time.
Size 6x9 inches.
-It Is SELF-PRONOUNCING, and -And the price for a limited time
it is vrinted from a beautifuJ, easily
read type on INDIA PAPER.
-It contains CENTER REFERENCES, a COMDINED CONCORDANCE TO THE BIBLE,

THE GIFT OF GIFTS
CONTAINING
THE KING JAMES OR AUTHORIZED
VERSION OF THE OLD AND NEW
TESTAMENTS.
HAS
SELF-PRONOUNCING TEXT
All the proper words being accented
and divided into syllables ior quick
and easy pronunciation.
A NEW SERIES OF HELPS TO THE
STUDY OF THE DIBLE
Selected for their g eneral utility.
INCLUDiNG ;·
4,500 QUESTIONS nnd ANSWERS on
'the OLD nnd NEW TESTAMENTS
which unfold the Scriptures. A fen ..
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showing scenes and incidents of Bible
history. handsomely printea on enamel
paper in phototone ink.

RED LETTER BIBLE

Special For Teachers and the Home
A Bible for every purpose. Regardless of the
kind of Bible you now have, you will lind in
this Bible a combination of features that will
prove useful to you. A Bible that is everything " ·complete Bible should be.
NOTE THESE FEATURES AND COMPARE
THEM TO ANY BIBLE
-It is SELF-PRONOUNCING, ILLUSTRATED and is
printed WITH THE WORDS OF CHRIST IN RED.
- I t contains the Authorized Version of the Old and New
Testaments, 6o,ooo REFERENCES in center column,
nearly 400 p:aees of HELPS TO BIDLE STUDY, in-

•BIBLES

12 l\IAPS OF THE BIBLE LANDS IN
COLORS
Printed on superior white paper : size,
5%x8%, inches. Suitable to carry or
for home reading.
PRINTED IN LARGE BLACK-FACE
TYPE
BOUND IN GENUINE FLEXIBLE
LEATHER with overlapping covera, red
under gold edges, round corners, headband and purple marker. Each Bible
packed in handsome box.

cludint subject index, CONCORDANCE, 3nd 4.)00
QUESTIONS :~nd ANSWERS to the Old :and Ne w Te s-

taments.
-It ·also contains a FAMILY RECORD and is supplied
with o PATENT THUMB INDEX .
-It is printed in GOOD CLEAR TYPE.
-It is bound in FRENCH MOROCCO, overbppine covers, round corners, red under eold edees, silk headband and marker. Size, 6Ysx9 inches.
-And the price for a limited time

Ask for Bible
No.1930-I

Only $389 •

FOR CHILDREN •

~ Especially Suitable for Class Gifts ~

Every one realizes the added value of giving the child a Bible for his own,
especially in the formative years of childhood when lifelong habits are
being formed.
No.1190~
This Bible is small enough
for little hands to carry
and handle, durable to
stand the abuse which
children nre bound to
give them, printed in
clear nonpareil type that
will not produce eye~
strain, handsomely. bound
to instill pride in ownership, and, above all, so
inexpensive that any one
can afford to buy. Printed on fine quality Dible
paper, weighs 9 oz., size
6x3% inches.
Specimen of Type
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$1.35

$15.00

Bound in cenuine French morocco
leather, overlapping covers, red ed~es,
extra grained linings, chronoloc-icnl
tnbJe and colored maps, gold title, 1,204
pages.
(Nnme in gold, 10 cents per line)
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This home Dible is very desirable for
everyday use, containing all the advantages of a family Bible in a compa ct size
thnt can be easily handled, with record
for births, mnrrin~o:es, nnd deaths.
The

No. 110. Bound in Heo.vy Dark Blue Artificial
Leather, with Morocco Grain,
blue edges. The cover is over..
lapping. Only. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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The HOLMAN
HOME BIBLE
For Old Folks and Home Use

No. 110

We consider this Bible n most unusual value.
Printed on a splendid grade of Bible paper
!rom clear black-face type, making it easy to
read. It has the self-pronouncing featur~. It
contains 32 beautiful Biblical scenes in colors
and 8 Bible maps in colors. A very practicable
Bible, one that any child will be happy to possess. Pocket she, 6x7lhxl% inches.
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best Bible obtainable !or old folks.
No. H20H. Bound in
French seal, limp, round
corners, red under gold
edges.
No. H2022. French Sen!, divinity
circuit, linen lininc- nnd flylenves,
hendbnnds and marker, red under
cold edges, gold titles . ... ..... . .. $5 75
H2002. Block silk-finish cloth, stiff
boards, round corners, gold titles,
burnished edges ........ . .......... $2 85
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A GOOD DOCTOR DREAMS
NEW hospital building for Changchow,
A
China ! This has been the cherished dream
of Dr. Morris Paty, Jr., young medical missionary from Tennessee, who for several years has
been superintendent of the Methodist mission hospital at Cluingchow. Dr. Paty dreamed of a new,
up-to-date building with fine sanitary arrangements, modern heating plant, and all sorts of modern facilities, to take the place of the made-over
Chinese house which has served as a hospital
building at Changchow. This former Chinese
home, with its cold rooms, stone floors, and unsealed walls, has afforded poor opportunity for
the type of medical work now needed in China.
.And so Dr. Paty dreamed a dream-of a new
hospital building. .And as he dreamed he prayed,
and lo! his prayer is being answered.
First came the offer nearly two years ago from
the gentry of Changchow, who have watched with
interest the work of the Changchow General Hospital 'for a number of years-an offer to raise
$30,000 (Mex.) for the erection of the new hospital, provided the remainder of the funds necessary should be forthcoming. But there were no
funds available, and .for nearly two years their
money and tlieir good will have had to go unutilized.
But today a new hospital for Changchow is
actually looming on the horizon, reported Bishop
Paul B. Kern, in charge of Methodist interests in
the Orient, speaking before the annual meeting
of the Board of Missions at Nashville, May 5,
1931.

''I came back from the Orient to America,'' said
Bishop Kern, "feeling that the one great thing
I would like to see would be to give Morris Paty
and James Thoroughman a new hospital at Changchow. Dr. Paty has been superintendent of the
hospital since the death of the late Dr. W. B.
Russell, and Dr. Thoroughman was acting superintendent during Dr. Paty's recent furlough.
James Thoroughman led his class all the four years

.

that he was in Emory, and when I tell you that he
is connected by blood with the Mangets of Georgia,
you will know what stuff he is made of. And I
have known Morris Paty since he was a boy in my
church at Bellbuckle, Tennessee.
''I found these fellows trying to run a hospital
in Changchow, China, in an old made-over Chinese building that they tried to make sanitary.
It was dark and dingy and had every mark of
being an utterly impossible plant in which to do
their worl{, but there they are dealing with thousan(ls of cases year after year. We began to pray
that, somehow or other, this new building, which
had been approved by the Board, put as the first
item on the field by the missionaries, and approved by the Woman's Missionary Council,
might be forthcoming-that somehow or other we
would be able to find the means here in America
of erecting a new, modern hospital building at
Changchow.
".And now I am happy to say that I have in my
pocket today a telegram which verifies a gift of
$25,000 gold for the building of that hospital,
money given by J\frs. L. L. Stephenson, of San
.Antonio, Tex. The hospital will be named for
her. Also a friend of the Church died near Bellbuckle and left $1,000 for foreign missions, and
it has been requested that this go to Changchow
Hospital, thus making a total of $26,000 gold.
Morris Paty told me that if we could get $25,000
over here, they would get the $30,000 (Mex.)
promised by the City Council, which would also
guarantee an operating contribution of $1,000
(Mex.) every year.
So, with tl1is $26,000 turned into Mex., four to
one, by the time I get back to China I expect to
see the plans for the new hospital at Changchow
all drawn up, and before I look you in the face
again we will have dedicated that hospital in
Changchow.
So Dr. Morris Paty dreamed a dream, and his
dream is coming true l
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AND GREATER
WORKS THAN

THESE
BY E. H. R.

them items of major import. These extraordinary events
follow about as the General Secretary presented them to
the Annual Meeting of the Board:

Mrs. L. L. Stephenson delights the Church ond greatly
encourages our work in Chino by giving, through Bishop
Kern, $25,000 for the building of o distressingly needed
hospital in Changchow. Mrs. Stephenson is o member of
our Travis Park Church in Son Antonio

T

HE annual meeting of the Board of Missions was
much out of the ordinary. The General Secretary
reported that the General Section of the Board had suffered a decrease of $260,000 as against the income of the
year before, and the Woman's Section a decrease of $61,525. This had been anticipated, and the shadow of this
depression affected, of course, the session throughout.
But there were offsets decidedly cheering. Over against
this element of discouragement the General Secretary reported: "A sweeping review of the achievements of the
missionary year will probably show that it was one of the
great missionary years of our history."
A few days before the Board meeting, the secretarial
staff sat informally discussing, as they often do in these
times-as the staff of any business organization in this
country has found it necessary to do for months pastdiscussing how money could be gotten to carry on tomorrow and next day-and next year. Into the tension the
General Secretary quietly eased the statement that over
against this pressure there was much to encourage, and
began to enumerate things that had occurred during the
year, and that would go into his report to be offered to
the Board in a few days. For a moment our attention
lagged a little, because in the twenty years of our connection with the Board we had become accustomed to
things out of the ordinary-surprising things no longer
greatly surprised us-but it was only for a moment, when
we sensed that he was enumerating a list of missionary
doings measuring up to a level much out of the ordinary,
a longer list, much longer, than usual, and nearly all of
4
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Conversion of Chief Tunda. Word has just gotten to us
of the conversion of Chief Tunda in our Congo Mission in the
village of Tunda. As many as three hundred others have also
been saved. H. T. Wheeler has been leading in this revival
movement which is sweeping through our station in Tundn and,
we trust, throughout the whole Batetela Tribe.
President of China Becomes a Christian. In the presence of
a group of missionaries and friends, Z. T. Kaung, the pastor of
our Young Allen Memorial Methodist Church in Shanghai,
administered the rites of baptism to Chang Kai Shek, the
President of China, and received him into the Church.
Kingsport, Tenn. At Kingsport, Tenn., an industrial center,
over a thousand persons have been converted; one new church
has been built, and several hundred have been taken into
the Church. This has been done under the joint leadership
of home missionaries and a deaconess working through the
Horne Department of this Board. The mayor of the city of
Kingsport declared that the work of these missionaries was
the year's most outstanding contribution to the city's improvement.
New Church, Belgium. Bishop Darlington dedicated in February the newly erected church building in the city of Liege,
Belgium. The building is situated on the banks of the Meuse,
which flows through the center of the city. It cost $20,000.
This gives a permanent footing to Methodism in this important
Belgium city.
Completion and Dedication of the Moore Memorial Church,
Shanghai. The completion of the Moore Memorial Church in
Shanghai, China, at a cost of approximately $325,000 (Mexican) is an event of the century in missionary accomplishment in China. Of this sum, .Chinese Christians contributed
$50,000, the• balance being proceeds from the sale of valuable
property in Shanghai. Before sailing for America, Bishop
Paul B. Kern dedicated this beautiful building to the worship
.of God. It is perhaps the most imposing house of worship in
the Orient. Its appointments are complete in every detail.
It is a Christian laboratory; an evangelistic center; a religious
education base; and a temple of worship.
Endowing Evangelism in China. The gift of $10,000 (Mexican) by a Chinese member of our Church, who withholds his
name, to the C~a Annual Conference as a special endowment
for promoting evangelism is one of the largest single gifts in
Southern Methodism for direct evangelistic work which has
been given during the year by any member of our Church to
an Annual Conference.
The Autonomous Churches. The setting up of the autonomous Churches in Brazil, Mexico, and Korea is the corning of
age of the younger Methodist Churches in these countries. It
is a testimony to the effectiveness of Christian missions and
THE
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brings the distinguished service medal to our miSSionaries
who have, under God, done this great work. Under the authority of the General Conference, this has added three new
stars to the Methodist galaxy. It is a matter of justifiable pride
that men trained under our missionaries were elected to the
general superintendency in Mexico and Korea. In Brazil one
of our honored superannuates, Rev. J. W. Tarboux, was selected
as the first bishop for Brazil Methodism.
Texas and Western Mexican Annual Conferences. The organization of the Texas Mexican Mission and the Western
Mexican Mission into Annual Conferences is an outstanding
evidence of the effectiveness of the work that has been conducted for many years by our Board among the Mexicans,
living in Texas, Arizona, New Mexico, and California.
Woman's Missionary Society. In the Western Mexican Annual Conference the Conference Woman's Missionary Society
was organized by Mrs. B. W. Lipscomb.
New Board Members. From the Mexican Annual Conferences in the United States the Board of Missions secures two
new members, one a woman, the other a man. Mrs. F. S.
Onderdonk, a veteran of missionary service, comes representing the Texas Mexican Conference; and Mr. Ignacio Galindo,
of El Paso, a layman, represents the Western Mexican Conference. This is a new day when our erstwhile missions take
up the burdens of major responsibility.
Paine College. The granting of A-grade classification to
Paine College, the historic Negro college, jointly supported by
the Colored Methodist Episcopal Church and our Church, is a
testimony of approval for the new leadership and is the fruitage of the services and determined work of years on the part
of both races which have wrought this out together.
Honors to Dr. Wainright. The signal honors conferred
upon Dr. S. H. Wainright, by the Japanese Government,
were not only duiy deserved personal honors, but are also
honors to the Japan Mission, to the Board of Missions, and to
the Church at large. When the Emperor of Japan gave the
Fourth Class Order of the Rising Sun, he recognized for his
nation the distinguished service of Christian statesmanship.
Emeritus Relationship. Miss Martha Pyle comes home from
China after over thirty years of service, having reached the
emeritus relationship.
Bethlehem Houses. The building of Bethlehem Houses in
Winston-Salem, N. C., and in Birmingham, Ala., and the completion of a gymnasium in connection with the Bethlehem
Center in Nashville, Tenn., under the Woman's Section of the
Home Department, brings to the Negroes of these Southern
cities the best expression of practical helpfulness and Christian
good will.
Orphanage in Brazil. The clearing of the titles of the orphanage and industrial school property which was given to the
Methodist Church of Brazil by Dona Anna Gonzaga definitely
secures a piece of property comprising 1,700 acres, lying in the
Federal District of Brazil, and valued at a half million of dollars. This is the largest single gift made by a national to
Christian work in Latin America.
Kwansei Gakuin, Japan. The granting to Kwansei Gakuin,
our large school for boys in Japan, jointly operated by the
United Church of Canada and our Church, by the Joint Board
of Control, full university status, makes that institution one of
the great Christian universities of the world.
Cooperation Board of Christian Education. The organization
of the Joint Committee on Cooperation and Counsel between
the Board of Missions and the General Board of Christian
Education, and the adoption of a far-reaching plan for religious education on the foreign fields, is of significant importance.
Churches for Wild Indian Tribes. The building of three
churches for the wild tribes of Indians in Oklahoma-the
Kiowas and the Comanches-was made possible by the sale of
land donated for this purpose by the Woman's Boara of Foreign Missions.
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Churches for Orientals in U. S. A. Bishop Arthur Moore has
said that the church built for the Koreans in San Francisco,
appropriated from Centenary funds for this purpose from the
Woman's Section of the Home Department, is one of the most
beautifui churches on the Pacific Coast. Also in Oakland,
Calif., from the same funds a church for our Japanese congregation has been completed.
Goodwill Industries. The Board of Missions invested in the
Goodwill Industries the sum of $4,250, and as a result paid out
$66,684 in cash wages to the poor and unemployed. This is
more than $15 for every dollar spent.
Glide Memorial Church, San Francisco. To Mrs. Lizzie Glide
is given the thanks of the whole Church for her gracious gift
of the Glide Memorial Church Building, costing many hundreds.
of thousands of dollars. To this notable enterprise, from the
earnings of the Mary Elizabeth Inn, located in San Francisco,
operated by the Woman's Section of the Home Department,
$70,000 was donated to assist in bringing the Memorial to completion.
Dormitory-William and Mary College. Income amounting
to $25,000 from dormitories operated by the Home Department, Woman's Section, was appropriated for the building of a
dormitory for women at William and Mary College in Williamsburg, Va.
Dormitory for Girls, Wonsan, Korea. The Korean ParentTeachers' Association gave the funds for the building of a
spacious dormitory for Korean girls in connection with the
Lucy Cuninggim School for Girls in Wonsan, Korea, at a cost
of Yen 10,000, or $5,000.
Huchow Hospital. Dr. Fred T. Manget is building a nurses'
home in connection with the hospital at Huchow, the gift of a
wealthy Chinese, making the medical plant in Huchow one of
the finest in China.

A NOTHER

item of striking import came out too late to

£1.. get into the General Secretary's report. Bishop Kern,
in his statement before the Board, greatly delighted us by
announcing that he had in his pocket a telegram verifying
a gift of $25,000 for the building of a hospital in Changchow, China, now being manned by Dr. Morris Paty and
Dr. James Thoroughman. "Before I look you in the face
again," declared Bishop Kern, "we will have dedicated that
hospital in China."
And so our Lord's ancient promise of "greater works,"
continually renewed through the Christian years, is wonderfully fulfilled in this year of grace 1930. Judged by
any criterion of spiritual value, the things listed should
be numbered among these "greater things." One glances
rapidly over them and feels that these are events, some
of them items of achievement in human progress than
which there is none in the Old Testament more marvelous,
in the New, more miraculous, in all the annals of Christian history more genuinely Christian.
It is a strange and wondrous time to which we have
come-certainly it is wondrous strange. We have been
accustomed to think of it as strange and cynical and hard,
sometimes saying hard things about ourselves and the
Church-the radiance is fading from personal religious
experience, we lament, the virtue of efficiency failing from
the Church, and power is going, fast going, if not clean
gone, from the gospel. But in such a time, a time in which
the Church is being everywhere hindered and hectored, and
our missionary enterprise is undergoing such a fire of
criticism and inquisition as was never known in our lifetime, we are living to see these wonder things taking place
before our eyes in the missionary work of the Church we
love.
[ 317]
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Unparliamentary
But Comforting

.
0

NE has occasion in these times to .recall th~ English
bishop who sighed for a man w1th the gift of fit
phrasing that would enable him to frame a fonn of sound
words for the use of a Christian man under great provocation. The editor recalls one such phrase in the good long
ago. The occasion was picturesque and the form of words
strong enough, if not altogether sound.
When the editor was a student, at Commencement time
in a Virginia village, the members of the Board of Trustees and visiting alwnni would foregather on the lawn of
the chapel in the shade of the trees, and the boys would
draw timidly around in the offing to hear what was being
said by these worthies in Church and State. That was
long before the sophisticated time when college students
knew everything and did not need· to learn from their
elders. One old gentleman with long hair, florid face, a
combination colonel and Methodist local preacher, would
discuss 'the speeches of the morning in an intensely interesting monologue. We remember distinctly what he
said one day:
"I have been coming here for these twenty-five years.
I have heard speeches, sophomoric and else, declaring that
the time was utterly out of joint and hopeless, everything
in Church and State was going to the dogs and to the
devil. I know what I am talking about, gentlemen, and I
want to pronounce that whole line of talk an infernal-"
(unprintable, but easily imagined!).
When the editor reads some books that he gets trapped
into reading, some newspapers, even religious newspapers,
in fairness, not so much in the editorial section as in articles contributed, but articles enough to make an atmosphere and set a fashion-what these papers ·are saying
about the Church and its survival, its lack of sympathy
with great human movements, its inability to adjust or to
stimulate, and over against this we remember what really
is going on in the Church, what many of the preachers
are strongly saying from the pulpits of these same
6
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churches, what the Church as an organization against
great tides of selfishness is standing for, and what in every
way is a revolution taking place in industry, business,
race relationship, a revolution that may not utter itself
from the housetops, but is moving at the foundations of
society, and that draws its strength from the great spiritual Mother of us all, the Church, we would not use the
picturesque language of our old local preacher friendwe never learned to swear, and it would not be proper,
with ladies present, as they always are in these columnsbut when we think of the explosive flash of his indignation
and the cahn that followed, we confess to some grateful
sense of Christian relief.

Glide Memorial Church,
San Francisco
n~ble

is our joy to feature in .this issue of the VorcE a
I Tproject
well under way m the work of our connection.

It is the Glide Memorial Church in the city of San Francisco that Dr. Nelson, of the Pacific Advocate, in his article in this number, quite fittingly characterizes as "one
of the most unique and noble attempts to solve a problem
in home missions."
Besides the striking article by Dr. Nelson, our rota presents in color the various units of this great effort to reach
a modern city that cannot fail, we think, to catch and
please the eye of the whole Church. Mary Elizabeth Inn,
Wesley Hall, Epworth and Wesley Dormitories, our Berkeley Church, and now, in the ~idst, stands this memorial
temple made possible through the faith and liberality of
Mrs. Lizzie H. Glide.
"Best of all," says Dr. Nelson, "the pastor, Rev. J. C.
McPheeters, one of our finest and most consecrated young
men, preaches to a large congregation, running from six
to seven hundred, at every service. Before this church
was built, if you got together a hundred people in San
Francisco at an ordinary service in our church, you
would begin to believe that possibly some folks were
right, and this was a sign that the world was coming to an
end."
Evangelistic services are held each evening during the
week in the evangelistic hall, and since the opening of
the church on January 11, through March, the pastor has
received into the Church a hundred new members.
Under the four-way illuminated cross at the top of the
tower is a large crown, and under the crown a lantern
seven feet high and three and a half feet in diameter.
"The cross• is illuminated at night," says Dr. Nelson, "and
shining above the traffic of the streets, piercing the fleecy
San Francisco fogs, is a light that cannot be hid." The chimes
play three familiar old hymns about fifteen minutes before
the opening of each service, calling the people together for
the worship of God: Of these chimes a woman recently
wrote from a hotel in the city the following words of
appreciation:
"The chimes rang out a glorious peal,
Singing the praises of God;
That thrilled my soul with fervent zeal,
While I listened to my Lord and God.
Thus the chimes rang out a message to me
That moved my soul to its core.
Silently I said to my Lord,
'I am thine, forevermore.' "
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editor goes to only two kinds of meetings, the
one he has to go to and the one he wants to go to.
He attended the meeting of the Religious Press, held in
Washington, April 28, 29, for the second of these reasons.
His first experience with this unique meeting three years
ago convinced him that no man who is trying to do editorial work in the Protestant press in this country could
afford to miss this conference. Here editors come together
from every quarter of the continent and every angle of its
thinking, and in the most informal, but intimate and
helpful way, talk over the
things that concern the editor
of the religious newspaper.
Our Southern editors attend, and to profit. Southern men sometimes feel that
they do not get the co~sidera
tion in meetings held around
New York or Chicago that
they are entitled to. It is
largely their own fault. They
get absorbed with their own
business, go irregularly to the
meetings, and framers of programs and agendas come
after a while to feel that men
this far away are hardly dependable for good work on
committees and programs.
Not so in the Editorial
Council of the Religious
Press. Present this time were
Dr. Sweets of the Christian
Observer, Dr. Clarke of the
Presbyterian Advance, Dr.
Plyei: of the North Carolina Advocate, and several others.
The brotherly editor of the Christian Leader, a great periodical published in Boston, makes very flattering mention
of the presence of the Southerners: "The Capital is easier
for the men from the South and the Southwest to reach,
and it is the Southerners upon whom the success of the
gathering has come to depend.
"If thi; were a political gathering, one might infer that
the Southerners had gradually seized power, but such is
not the case. They are an especially modest and selfeffacing lot of men and women. In fact, the charm of the
meeting of the editors is that nobody seems to have a
personal ax to grind, · nobody wants office, nobody has
resolutions to put through. If it seems sometimes that
the editors are a bit disillusioned, and if it is true that
they have to fight the sin of cynicism, it is also true that
ninety-five per cent of them have a sane attitude toward
publicity for themselves. They would not walk ten feet
either to get it or to dodge it. Their attitude is that if it is
a part of the day's work, well and good. If it is not, thank
God and go on."
This editor would be much moved to quote Dr. Van
Schaik's estimate of his paper, "The World in Which the
Present-Day Editor Lives," but glancing over what the
Doctor says about the modesty of these editors, he .reJULY 1931

luctantly forbears. ·He does find it easy to retort in kind.
It is not invidious to say that Dr. Van Schaik himself is
largely the life of this . conference. For years a pastor in
Washington, his connection with the Cosmos Club suggested a beautiful thing. He and Mrs. Van Schaik were
host and hostess to a luncheon given on the first day of
the Conference in the large ladies' parlor of the club,
thirty-nine guests being present, and then at his own
charges took the whole party on a drive around Potomac
Park, past the beautiful Lincoln Memorial, and among the
cherry blossoms. Dr. Van Schaik is usually a member of
the program committee and keeps the discussions scintillating with his own clever
and brotherly participation.
This meeting of the editors
is loosely related to the Federal Council of Churches,
though quite independent
and free. Dr. Paul S. Leinbach of the Reformed Church
Messenger has been President
from the beginning, Dr. Samuel McCrea Cavert, the General Secretary of the Federal
Council, the Secretary.
Lack of space forbids detailed mention of the men
taking part in the discussions
and the remarkably fine work
they did. First and last,
about everybody has his part,
and there were probably forty present. The presence of
Dr. Carlile of the Baptist
Times, London, with one set
address and free participation in discussion, added
greatly to the interest of the
conference, the Doctor and
Mrs. Carlile being honor guests at the Cosmos luncheon.
Dr. Cavert, of the Federal Council, called on at the
luncheon, responded in a speech remarkable for its keen
and convincing analysis of the present religious situation
in America. He thinks the spirit of cynicism is passing,
and that Protestantism is on the eve of a great intellectual
and moral advance.
On the second afternoon, the President of the United
States received the editors on the south lawn of the White
House. A photograph was taken of the group, but alas!
this editor had had to leave two hours before the conference. Our chairman, Dr. Leinbach, said very fittingly to
the President: "There are many subjects on which we may
differ, b.u t in one we are all agreed, in our support of and
affection for our. beloved President. We particularly rejoice in your love of children and devotion to their welfare and your courageous support of prohibition and your
unselfish efforts for world peace.'' The President spoke
cordially, but it was understood that editors would not be
free to quote his words.
It is .inspiring to think that leaders of Protestant thinking in America, coming together from time to time, are
through these intimate and rather "free-wheeling" conversations developing a common mind which, while it is
not "red," would hardly be charncterized as conservative.

J...........______________~~~~~
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Mrs. J. S. Oxford

HAT are missionaries like?
Some people have queer
notions about them, and perhaps
there are not a few folks who
would like to know what kind of
folks they really are. Even today
there may be found the simple
soul whose idea of a missionary is
described ·in these classic words of
scornful sarcasm: "A cadaverous
individual clad in a frock coat too
short in the sleeves, with a phenomenally tall hat. ... He carries
a very bulging umbrella in one
hand and a hymn book in the
other.... In the background simmered a cauldron whose contents
were being stirred by hopeful
aborigines, while others were whetting their knives in preparation for
the feast which the missionary was
to provide."
The cartoonist that drew that
picture was kin to the fellow that
caricatured the "Prohibitionist"
with lines that suggest a common
origin in ignorance and prejudice.
During the past year I have been
in touch with representatives of
Christ in foreign lands. I have met
and known intimately hundreds of
missionaries of our Church and
other Churches. I am glad to set
down some personal observations
about them.
In the first place, they are human. .The last thing they want is

to be regarded as peculiar or set
off in a class to themselves. They
are moved by the same motives,
gripped by the same enthusiasms,
and stirred by the same emotions
that affect the best of us. They
love children and revel in family
life just as we do. There is no
peculiar ingredient in them that
makes them despise ordinary comforts and seek hardships. They
face life as it comes, and if it
brings problems, they face them
cheerfully and overcome them by
courage and faith. They get lonely, they get discouraged, they overwork, they have financial depressions; but they also have good
times together, they laugh and play
and rejoice and sing. They do not
want you to put an aureola around
their heads, and they do not want
anybody to think about them as
peculiar or singular. They are just
normal, happy, busy, well-trained
Christians, working for Christ in a
land that is not like our land.
I believe that in the heart of
every true missionary there is a
large measure of the spirit of adventure. This is true not only because they have gone to a foreign
land that lies beyond the rim of
their travel experienc:_es to date,
but also and more significantly be- ·
cause they are adventuring for a
They have found
conviction.

T. W. D. Dcmnrec
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something in the universe big
enough fo bet their · lives upon,
something that is so certain and
ultimately inevitable that they are
willing to risk everything to realize it for themselves and for
others. And, after all, these are
the true adventurers, daring crusaders for truth who believe that
good will triumph, that the world
can be saved, that love will at last
conquer. When I think of Young
J. Allen or Lochie Rankin facing a
continent with only the love of
God in their hearts, I know that
adventure is not dead. When I see
highly trained, splendidly educated
young men and women believing
that the world needs Christ more
than it needs anything else and
willing to stake their all on their
faith in the adequacy of Jesus and
his gospel, I place them by the
side of the world's great adventurers. They belong.in the glorious company of those who endure
as seeing Him who is invisible and
labor for a Kingdom whose builder and maker is God.
I find that nearly every missionary I meet is a practical mystic.
Separated from so many of the
avenues of spiritual culture that
crowd our life, he is driven to seek
within the strength he needs. He
is no spiritual introvert, but he
knows that when he loses the sense
of God's presence with him he has
no message. Human needs press
. so constantly for help that unless
he discovers and utilizes the
strength that comes from unbroken
communion with God, he can have

Mrs. John E. Stroud

J. Eme•t Fbher

no life-giving power to radiate.
He has simply got to be a mystic.
That is to say, he must know God,
he must live on God and in God,
and Christ must not be a historical person on the pages of the
New Testament but a living Comrade, the friend of his inner heart.
Men look into his face to find the
face of Christ, and woe be unto
him and his cause if there be no
glow of a Christ within that shines
and reveals "That Other Face."
But the missionary is a man of
affairs. He cannot be a religious
recluse. He is always in the midst
of a pressing situation. Leader of
men, business man, financier, director of programs-his day is
crowded, and night time finds him
weary but content. Every one of
them would say to you: "I am not
a mystic. I am too practical and
too commonplace ever to be a
mystic." Well, I believe they are
the true mystics. Men and women
who go about doing good and following daily in the footsteps of
Him who was equally at home in
the market place healing the sick
or on the mountain top at prayer.
Such people are the evidences
of Christianity.· More convincing
than a whole volume of Evidences
by Paley or anybody else. They
are Christ's authentic testimony in
life. They change men and women
into the children of God; they
bring light into darkened homes;
they lift burdens from staggering
shoulders; they rescue childhood
from ignorance's night and preach
every- (Continued on page 46)
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Dr. W. H. Nelson, in his office in Glide Memorial, probably writing his
striking article in the current number of the VoiCE .

AN ADVENTURE IN HOME MISSIONS
BY WILLIAM HAMILTON NELSON

T

HE Glide Foundation and Evangelistic Center, situated in the very heart of the city of San Francisco,
is one of the most unique and bold attempts to solve a
problem in home missions. We know that for years the
churches have been moving out of the centers of the city's
life, "where cross the crowded ways of men," and have
been retreating to the suburbs. If any message of the
gospel is given to the residents of the down town section,
it is given by free lance religionists or by the Salvation
Army. Some of us have lifted cold and quizzical eyebrows at the preaching done in the center of the city, and
perhaps we have sneered a little bit at people we considered well intentioned but not well informed. But instead of criticizing these folks we should have been down
on our knees repenting and praying God for the spirit' of
the great Apostle to the Gentiles when he said, ''I must
see Rome," and when he made it a point to invade the
great cities of his time and capture them even at the
very centers for the Lord Christ.
A few years ago we were all worked up about the
rural church problem, and we ought to be still worked
up about it, for the transition in rural life is making a
genuine church problem, but for years I have been insisting that we had ·as great a problem in our large cities;
in fact, I think we have a greater problem. You can
reach the folks in the rural sections if you will take the
trouble to go to see them, but there are some people right
down in the heart of the large cities that cannot be reached,
and those are the people who dwell in hotels and apartment houses. A preacher cannot get into a large city
apartment unless he knows the folks; there is no such
thing as pastoral visitation from family to family. Lots
10
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of good folks are compelled to live in apartments, and
they will tell you that nothing makes for religious indifference more than dwelling in an apartment. The
people who dwell in them are cut off even from those who
live in the next apartment, and there is something about
them that seems to encyst the soul and isolate them from
the religious life. Some of the finest people in the country who were active workers in their home town churches
come to the large city, get into an apartment, and never
again go to church.
I have maintained that an attractive church building
with a live program would go far toward reaching these
people, and I believe I am right. The Glide Foundation
Church is doing just that.
Thirty years ago a very devout woman, a member of the
Methodist Episcopal Church, South, in Sacramento, Calif.,
went to God in prayer and asked what she could do to extend his Kingdom, and the answer came back to her:
"Do something for San Francisco." This woman was Mrs.
Lizzie H. Glide. Her husband was a well-to-do business
man in Northern California. He came out t~ California
as a poor boy, was able to go into the sheep and cattle
business, secured a lot of land when land was cheap, and as
time went on this land became very valuable. Mr. Glide
died in 1906, and left his wife and five children a nice sum
of money and considerable land. There was a division of
the property, the children and the mother receiving equal
shares. The property that fell to the lot of Mrs. Glide
some years after this proved to be oil land, and she was
enabled to become obedient to the heavenly vision and do
something for the cause of God in the city of San Francisco.
THE MISSIONARY VOICE
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In 1914 she built the Mary Elizabeth
Inn, a home for working girls. This
was before the day of the minimum
wage in California, and girls who were
compelled to work in San Francisco
found it difficult to get along on their
salaries. Mrs. Glide, through this
beautiful building, which she built at
a cost of $180,000 and turned over to
the Woman's Department of the General Board of Missions, made it possible for poor girls to have a home away
from home under Christian influence.
A few years later Mrs. Glide built
Wesley Hall, an institutional church, at
5 Elgin Park, another well-built,
strong building, well furnished for institutional features, with apartments
for the workers and the minister in
charge. This valuable property was
also turned over to the Woman's DeScene at the placing of the comer stone, Glide Memorial Church, San
Francisco, Sunday, January 11, 1931. Reading from left to right, front
partment.
row: Dr. W. J. Sims, presiding elder of the San Francisco District; Bishop
About three years ago Mrs. Glide
Arthur J. Moore; Mrs. Lizzie H. Glide, donor; Rev. J. C. McPheeters,
built two homes for students attending
pastor; Joseph Henry Glide, Jr., grandson of Mrs. Glide; Dr. A. T.
O'Rear, trustee; Chief Justice William H. Waste, chairman of Board of
the University of California.
Our
Trustees; Miss Ethel Jackson, deaconess
Berkeley Church is less than three
blocks from the main gate of the University, so back of our Berkeley Church she built a large, vestment, grounds, buildings, and furnishings, runs over
modern, three-story home for girls, which is called Ep- $750,000, and it was dedicated on the first day it was
worth Hall, and at the corner in the same block she pur- opened without a cent of debt, without a nickel of donachased a large home to be used by young men students tion from any Board or from any individual except Mrs.
of the University, and called it Wesley Hall. All of these Glide. The lot, right down in the heart of the city, an
buildings are magnificently furnished, for Mrs. Glide never L-shaped piece of ground running 50 feet on Taylor, 137
does anything that is cheap. She put up every cent of feet on Ellis, and running back from Ellis 137 feet, cost
money herself, and all the property is held by the Church. $192,000.
It is well to note that these two student homes at Berkeley
The building is unique in that it is a church building
are the only homes for students maintained by any Church. joined to a hotel apartment building. It is of steel and
But this adventure in home missions in San Francisco concrete, cost nearly half a million dollars, and those who
is the biggest and best thing yet attempted. The total in- know say it is one of the most strongly built buildings in
the city. On the Taylor Street side is the
vestibule for the main church auditorium,
which is located on the second floor. There
are highly artistic, strong, wrought iron
t)f~!~·: \~_~>~-~~~
gates. The vestibule is approached from the
!
street through three beautiful arches in
polychrome terra cotta. The floor of the
vestibule is of promenade tile with a tile
border. The vestibule walls are in polychrome glazed terra cotta. The ceiling is
beamed and panelled, and has applied polychrome stencils, highly attractive.
The
stairways in each tower leading to the church
auditorium are of concrete, specially colored, and have hand-wrought iron railings,
with wrought iron electric standards at the
foot of the stairs.
The church auditorium is inspiring and
religious in its architecture. The main features of this room are the 28-foot high win- ·
dows on the Ellis Street side, the rose window over the balcony in the rear, the highly artistic roof trusses and the organ grills
Epworth Hall, a dormitory building connected with our Unieach side of the pulpit platform. The audiversity Church and used by young women students of the
torium s~ats 1,050, (Continued on page 48)
University of California
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Cnttete Methodist Church, Rio de Janeiro. In church (center) took plnce consecration of
Bishop Tnrboux, October 12, 1930. In chapel, hidden behind trees, left, Bishop Grnnbery orgnnized Brazil Methodist Conference with three members. Left is pnrochinl school building

A MESSAGE FROM THE METHODIST
CHURCH OF BRAZIL
of the Central Council of the Methodist
Church of Brazil, Rev. Guaracy Silveira, leading pastor, and Dr. W.
B. Lee, veteran missionary to Brazil, -were requested to prepare "a
word of greeting and a message to the Mother Church." This message was prepared as directed, and Bishop]. W. Tarboux, on a visit to
the Mother Chm·ch, presented to her this beautiful epistle of love
AT THE RECENT SESSION

A

GREETING and a message, sent by order of the
Central Council to the Mother Church in the United
States.
The Methodist Church of Brazil to the beloved brethren, bishops, pastors, and members of' the Methodist Episcopal Church, South.
We give thanks to God our Father, for the faith, found in
you, known in all the world, and through which your Messengers brought unto us the good news of the gospel,
scattering the good seed of the kingdom, in season and
out of season, while God gave the increase, some thirty,
some sixty, and some an hundredfold.
We wish you to know brethren, that your labor was not
in vain in the Lord. Your missionaries coming here to a
foreign land, speaking imperfectly the language of our
people, bringing a religion so misunderstood and falsely
criticized, as was the Christian religion in the time of the
Rome of the Cresars, well-the miraculous power of God
manifested itself with them!
Everywhere today our Church bears testimony to the
living faith which was once given to the saints and, gladly
received into the hearts of John Wesley and his com12
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panions, has become the salvation and joy of many thousands of souls in every part of the world. If it were a
miracle that the apostles, humble and foreign men, should
carry the Lord Jesus to the hearts of pagan peoples, not
less wonderful was it that your missionaries and those of
the sister Churches of your land should plant the standard of the gospel in our land.
Our Church here will never forget your sacrifices, for
she well knows that the help given to us during these
many years in men, women, and financial resources, represent in great measure sacrifices on the part of our brethren in Christ, who did everything possible to extend among
us the kingdom of God.
We are not ignorant, brethren, of the great struggle in
which you are engaged, to maintain the principles of the
gospel in a nation which attracts by the freedom of its
laws and the production of its resources foreigners of
every kind, among whom are very many without any
Christian ideals. We know that many, very many, use
this freedom to your injury, to the weakening of your
Christian testimony, and that our beloved Church in your
land has much to suffer, embarrassed by these foreigners.
THE MISSIONARY VOICE
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We, your ecclesiastical daughter, accompany you with sincere love, and
our unceasing prayer to God is for
your complete victory, for in all the
world your nation is considered a
Christian people, and your victories,
though the adversaries may try to hide
them, shine as a light in the world,
and your failures, whether real or apparent, are presented as failures of
Chri~tianity.
You can understand,
therefore, how ardently we desire the
blessing of God upon your President,
your statesmen, upon your bishops and
pastors, and upon all your people.
And now, brethren, God was pleased
to permit, in the midst of the most
perfect harmony, that the autonomy
of the Methodist Church of Brazil
should be proclaimed.
We well knew that, for the love of
Consecration Bishop J. W. Tarboux. Left to right: Antonio Goncalves;
Jesus Christ, we would have to suffer
E Mourn, pastor Cattete. Church; Guaracy Silveira, editor Expositor
much with this proclamation. Our inChrislao; Bishop J. W. Tarboux, kneeling; C. A. Long, presiding elder
Rio District; P. E. Buyers, superintendent People's Central Institute, Rio;
experience, our financial weakness, our
H. C. Tucker, president First General Conference, Methodist Church of
lack of workers, and a great many other
Brazil, presiding; J. L. Kennedy, oldest of the Methodist missionaries;
Messias dos Santos, pastor Cascndura Church, Rio
expected difficulties, besides the unexpected crisis and political and social
revolution of our people, would bring,
as they truly did bring, very many burdens to our hearts Mouzon, with his eloquence and piety, came to close the
and shoulders.
wonderful circle of bishops who have visited our land as
The necessity for a change, however, was imperious. Presidents of our Annual Conferences.
We needed to know and understand Christianity, as it is
You already know, beloved, that our choice of a bishop
in fact, a religion that offers moral and spiritual triumph fell upon our venerable missionary, Dr. J. W. Tarboux.
under the most unfavorable conditions, a permanent mir- The reason why a unanimous vote demanded that he
acle, more miraculous indeed in the midst of trials, perse- should sacrifice his ease, leaving his country and family
cutions, and weaknesses.
many miles from here-God knows it. We know that the
More than that: It was necessary to shut the mouths of sacrifice is great and the responsibility is very heavy. He,
our enemies, who were announcing in every place, preach- however, is ready to suffer with us. If we, the native
ing on every corner, that we were living on the money of pastors, even those who occupy the highest positions, are
our foreigners, and our religion was foreign, just as if ready to work on with modest salaries, he also is ready
Christianity had a country, and was not foreign, even in to do the same; and the magnanimous gesture of your
Judrea.
missionaries, all ready along with him to set apart a porIt was also necessary that the children of the light tion of their support in order that there may not be greater
should clothe themselves with prudence and wisdom, privations and difficulties in these days of anguish through
necessary for the government of the house of the Lord in which we are passing, has filled our hearts with deepest
our country, and this we could accomplish only by join- gratitude. But, brethren, joy reigns in our souls, and we
ing with your missionaries in bearing the responsibilities are ready to struggle on unto victory, under the shield
of the work of God.
of our blessed Lord and Saviour, Jesus Christ.
We came to a happy solution, when, without any danWe, therefore, from the depths of our hearts, thank and
ger of sacrificing the results of fifty years of missionary praise the Lord our God for all the blessings we have
labors, we missionaries and natives, with one common received through your instrumentality, ahd we pray God
aim before our eyes, that of glorifying Christ and him that he may ever guide your Church, which is ours, and
crucified, we could assume together in a closer union the also our Church in Brazil, which also is yours.
direction of the Church in Brazil.
The fields out here are white unto the harvest. On
We owe this result to the fine spirit of your missionaries every side anxious souls are desirous of salvation.
and bishops, who prepared the way of the Lord that to- Through villages, towns and cities, in our churches and
day we may walk in it. We can never forget your com- on our streets, we are investing the talents we have . remissioned messengers, Bishop Mouzon, Judge Williams, ceived at good interest. The name of Jesus is heard
Rev. J. L. Clark, Rev. F. S. Love, and Miss Esther Case, everywhere with respect.
who, manifesting your deep love for us, aided us with
Rejoice with us, for this work is the fruit of your love
their wise councils and strengthened the bonds of Chris- and consecration. The churches, built perhaps with the
tian brotherhood between us, so that, without any danger offerings of many poor widows, like that one praised so
of erring, we are able to say that our gratitude to you to- highly by our Saviour, are open that in them the Good
day is greater than ever before. Without doubt Bishop News may be told, and the schools (Continued on page 50)
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THE TRANSFORMATION
To HAVE AND TO HOLD

... .

BY EDWARD JEFFRIES REES
so11 of a j>ionrer Cbristian
family in Soutb Dakota, graduates in high school,
dedicates bis life to the Cbristian ministry, comes
for bis training to a11 Eastem college, where be
meets Genevieve Varney, daughter of a cultured
Virginia family of cburcbgoing but rather
worldly people. Pbilip and Gwcvicvc tbrough
various vicissitudes go tbrougb their first :;•car at

PHILIP BRoWNING,

W

HEN those Epworth Leaguers came into the tabernacle that morning almost every one of them carried an expression of thoughtfulness. Nature had just
washed the camp with her cleansing hand. The sun's rays
were a bit brighter than usual, and when they streamed in
through the cracks of the tabernacle, they seemed to cheer
and beckon the young folks to higher and purer things.
Mr. Early announced that the service would open with
the college quartet singing, "Still, Still with Thee." "For
what is your life?" were the first words of the Life Service
Secretary. That question registered in many a heart. He
spoke of the need of the world for Christian volunteers.
''Where there's a need, there's a call for some one to answer it; and where's there a call for some one to answer
the need, God al)Vays has some one to answer the call."
Then he drove the question horne to each of the young
persons, saying: "Young folks, why are you living? Will
the world be made better because you have lived? Why
not invest your life in the biggest, best business in the
world?" The quartet then sang ''I'll Go Where You
Want Me to Go."
As the song was sung, Rev. Mr. Early pleaded for consecrations. One by one the young folks came, bowing
reverently at the altar of prayer. The minister's eye
was on Genevieve. If she came, she would make a
great worker for Christ. Genevieve was moved to tears.
She clung to her seat, and glanced down at the emblem of
love on her finger. It sparkled in the light of that raincleansed morn. She said to herself: "If I make this con14
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college. Philip returns for bis vacation to bis
\Vestem bome and Genevieve, going to her Virginia bome, and attending mz Epworth League
Summer ConferCIIce, finds herself, while engaged
to a wealthy young business 111an, facing through
a night of storm without and within· tbe question
of the best investmmt of her life, and the story
goes on in the second chapter
secration, I'll have to break the engagement with Bill, and
Bill won't understand; he doesn't look at religious things
in this way."
She asked herself: "Do I think more of Bill, of wealth,
good times, home, and comfort than I do of Christ?" The
reply came back: "I think more of Christ; I'm going to
consecrate my all to him."
The heroism which the Creator places within the breast
of youth manifested itself, and young Genevieve Varney
arose, listening to the closing notes of the hymn:
"Take my voice, and Jet me sing,
Always only for my King...."
But, pausing, she still listened, only later to heed its final
consecration appeal:
"Take my love; my Lord, I pour
At thy feet its treasure store.
Take myself, and I will be,
Ever, only, all for thee,''
and walked down the aisle of the tabernacle to offer herself for Christian service. There she met the Comrade of
the White Way. There she placed her hand in another
hand, which had a nail print in its palm.
Ten minutes before the consecration service was over a
very "important-looking man stepped under the eaves of
the tabernacle to witness the closing scene of the Epworth
League Assembly. He had just happened to pass that way
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on a before-breakfast spin in his high-powered car. He
heard something, he saw something, he experienced something, which he could not forget. Miss Varney did not
know that he was there. It was her pastor, Dr. Lovick
Greatheart, pastor of old First Church, in the Virginia
city of her residence.
Back home, with her girl and boy chums of old First
Church, Genevieve went with her "tidings of great joy."
Would she ever be able to summon up enough courage to
tell her parents? She knew that they had other plans in
store for her. A social career, extended travel, and other
things of their selection. On the way home from Assembly she secured the promises of all the group from old
First Church that they would keep her victory and consecration a closed secret for at least a week.
Her mother and dad, who were her chief pals, saw that
her face shone brighter, and that her songs were more
numerous. Her mother passed by her bedroom door
one night and started to open it without knocking, but she
heard a voice. It was a calm, mellow voice, talking a bit
above a whisper: "Dear Master, Master of my soul and
life, I came from thee; I came into this old world for a entitled him to three years' study in one of the great unipurpose. Muddie and Daddy have seen to it that I have versities of the world.
Upon coming home from his foreign study, pulpit comevery social advantage. possible. I have been responsive
to it all, but underneath there has been a current which mittees from several "important" churches waited upon
wo{xld not let me rest. 0 Jesus, I've taken off the ring. . him. Some of the older brethren ~bjected, saying, "Let
It's here in my hand. I must tell him that the engage- the young man begin at the bottom like the rest of us."
ment must be broken. If he's a real, true young man, The kind bishop listened and appointed him to a delightful
he'll understand and release me from my promise; for I little charge, with moderate and modest salary and excellent Virginia people to serve.
know that he has no idea of quitting business and going into ChrisLovick Greatheart was destined
tian service of a full-time nature.
to occupy the first place in the ConNow, Christ, make it easy for me to
ference before many years. A
tell my dear mother, and my great,
change of bishops occurred; the
fine, ole Dad. I'll gladly and willcomplexion of the bishop's cabinet
ingly leave it all with thee. Amen."
changed, and when "Old First
The mother, waiting outside,
Church" expressed a desire for this
wiped the tears away, did not make
young Virginia minister and scholher presence known, and for the
ar, the bishop said to his cabinet:
days intervening "kept all these
"Now, brethren, I realize that Lovthings in her heart." ·
ick Greatheart is young and has
Next morning's mail brought to
not the experience of some of the
Genevieve a simple post card, sayoider men whom we might send to
ing, "Summer greetings from the
old First Church, but the man is
Black Hills," signed "Phil B."
prepared; he has a balanced judgment, remarkably so for a man of
R. LOVICK GREATHEART,
his years"; and Lovick Greatheart
occupied the most important
was assigned to old First Church.
church within the bounds of his Conference. It was known
No man was ever a better selection for that pulpit. The
by all the ministers who had served old First Church to be people waited upon his ministry in the morning, and waited
a delightful appointment, but a rather difficult one to serve. upon themselves at night by staying at home from preachThe pastor of that Virginia church always was privileged ing services, saying: "We've always been accustomed to
to turn in an excellent financial report at Conference time. attending church in the morning and staying at home at
The membership was not known as exceedingly wealthy, night." When Lovick Greatheart came to this church, the
but painfully ·comfortable, from the standpoint of the pos- Stewards immediately had the expensive bronze namesession of this world's goods. The pastor came from one plate of the church and pastor changed in order to read:
of the "representative" families of Virginia. The family
OLD FIRST CHURCH
tree of "Greatheart" could be found on the oldest books of
the State, with never a blot on the good name. As a result,
REV. LOVICK GREATHEART, D.D. PH.D.,
Lovick, their only son, secured many desired advantages.
MINISTER
Possessing a thirst for knowledge, he was educated in the
best schools and universities of the States. He was a Phi
No man in the Conference exceeded this pastor in culBeta Kappa man and wore the key. with much pride. ture, grace, or dignity. His sermons were literary masterDuring his last year in Yale he secured· a Fellowship which pieces, theological mosaics. He (Continued on page 49)
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THE SPIRIT

OF TOM BROWN
GOES

ON

BY THELMA CAMPBELL
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The Sing Sing parrot on the shoulders o( n
"Trusty"

T

HE time is late afternoon of Christmas day: the place
is Sing Sing Prison. The bitter winter wind is driving hard against the massive gray walls. Little flurries
of snow eddy about the conical towers that stand so vigilantly over the yard. But, for once, their watchfulness is
not needed. It is Christmas of 1914, and Thomas Mott Osborne is warden of Sing Sing. From the prison chapel there
comes the sound of thunderous applause. Sixteen hundred
men lean forward in their seats and listen with earnest
attention to the words of the gray-haired man on the platform. When he finishes, the cheering breaks out anew,
spontaneously, enthusiastically, lovingly-for, indeed, the
prisoners love their warden, and they want him to know it.
Finally, the applause dies away, and the long lines of
gray-clad men march back to their cells-those little cubbyholes of solid stone only seven feet long and three and
one-half feet wide-and are locked in for the night. This
is the hardest day of the year for them, the. season when
all the world draws together in brotherhood and the
ties of home pull hardest. . But tonight they take into
their unheated cells the memory of a day as pleasant
as it could be made in prison. When all is quiet and
the shadows of the night close over the ugly buildings, the warden and two friends settle down to dinner
in his quarters. One of the men describes the scene that
follows.
"Suddenly, the notes of a violin and small organ were
heard, then the sweet voices of singers-lowered to a soft
whisper-in that loveliest of all Christmas carols, 'Holy
Night! Silent Night!' We could none of us speak. In16
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THE

STORY of Thomas Molt
Osbomc is continued

REMARKABLE

stinctively we closed our eyes and listened. One, at least,
of the three at the warden's table will confess that it was
not easy to swallow."
Surely, the true Christmas spirit shone behind this
tribute paid by the prisoners to their jailer. And this was
Sing Sing with its reputation for desperate criminals, Sing
Sing, where it had been customary in former days for the
warden to put a loaded pistol in his pocket before he went
down into the yard!
A new spirit was abroad. Sing Sing was under the leadership of a man who had a new ideal for prisons. He had
startled all conservative people by proclaiming that the
test of a prison was not the man within the walls, but the
man that went out of its gates, and that the function of the
prison was to train these men for their return to society.
Furthermore, he had not stopped with theories, for already Auburn Prison was a witness to· the practicability
of his ideas. In another article, I have told the story of
how he entered Auburn voluntarily as a prisoner, Tom
Brown, No. 33,333X, in order that he might learn at first
hand the conditions of the prison; how he and the men
had evolved a scheme of self-government which had as
its purpose the social reeducation of the men; and how,
with the help of his friend, the warden, he had put this
plan into successful operation.
He had been in Sing Sing since December 1, 1914, and
already the•atmosphere of the place was changing. It was
fast becoming a great community with all the problems
that face such a group, and with its members responsible
for these problems. As the men proved themselves capable of managing the affairs of their communal life, more
and more of its activities were turned over to them.
The discipline of the prison was intrusted to the Mutual
Welfare League, an organization for self-government controlled by an Executive Board elected by the men. This
Board exercised two important functions, that of appointing
the Sergeant at Arms, who, with his deputies, was in
complete charge of discipline, and that of appointing the
five judges who made up the inmate court. This court met
every afternoon to consider all infractions of the prison
rules. To insure perfect justice, the meetings were open
to the public, and any unsatisfactory d~cision could be
appealed to the warden's court. Under this system, when
THE MISSIONARY VOICE
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the administration of the law was in the
hands of the prisoners; lawbreakers no
longer had the sympathy of their fellow
convicts. They were a nuisance because
they interfered with the liberties of others.
I wonder how many of those men realized
they were being trained to the very same
point of view toward the malefactors in
prison that responsible citizens held to-·
ward them and their criminal activities
outside.
Mr. Osborne's method of handling disciplinary problems was to put the responsibility for good behavior on the men themselves. His management of the knit shop
in Sing Sing was an example of this system. The men in this shop were young and
rebellious. Almost every day, half a dozen disciplinary cases. came from them alone,
and often they were matters of a serious
Photo Ke~Stone Yiew Co.
nature. Realizing that this was the strateThe mess room in the new section of Sing Sing Prison now in use.
gic point at which to begin his reformaImprovements like this mnke for pence nnd order
·
tion, Warden Osborne went into the shop
one morning, stopped the machinery, and
spoke frankly to the men. He reminded them of their "and I do not expect any. If I take the guards out, there
reputation for being a troublesome group and told them won't be any one to make trouble for, and there won't
that he was going to give them an opportunity to prove that be any."
they did not deserve this reputation. That afternoon, the
The men gasped at first-literally gasped. Then they
entire prison was amazed to see this "bad" company march- burst into good-natured, uproarious laughter-and the
ing in from work under the leadership of delegates chosen knit shop became a model for the prison.
from their own group. "And such marching," says one
But it was not only in disciplinary matters that Sing
writer, "had never been seen in Sing Sing."
Sing had become a community. It had also begun commuThe next morning, while the shop was still buzzing with nity enterprises. For example, there was, for the first
talk, Mr. Osborne returned with an even bolder plan. It time, a prison band, directed by a temperamental Italian
was the electrifying idea of removing the guards from "lifer" who complained bitterly when one of his players
this shop, where they had always been most needed!
was released. Two projects of particular value were the
"You have made no trouble for me," said Mr. Osborne, prison school and the employment committee. The school
was backed by an inmate known as "Doc"
Meyers. So enthusiastic was he that he succeeded in enrolling between seventy and eighty
per cent of all the prisoners, and his school
grew in numbers until the classes spilled out
into the yard. All school work was done after
hours and "Doc" drew his teaching staff among
the prisoners, but, in spite of that, the prison
began to take on the air of a great school, with
twelve hundred men toiling over their lessons
and the faculty having regular meetings to discuss their educational problems.
The committee on employment was especially important, since, as every one knows,
many a man leaving the prison with the best
intentions to go "straight" is forced back into
criminal ways by the difficulty in obtaining
work. The employment committee in finding
work for the released prisoners, not only removed this danger, but gave the men an added
incentive toward honest living in the fact that
any failures to live up to the recommendations
of the committee would destroy its efforts and
Photo Keystone Ylew Co.
bring hardship on those left behind in prison.
The prisoners who distinguished themselves in n fire at Sin!!
It is gratifying to note that these changes in
Sing. Five were overcome by smoke while fighting n poten·
tially bad blaze in a factory building. Because of the prompt
the prison life began to show immediate rework of the prison fire company the damage to the factory and
sults. For instance, (Continued on page 31)
its contents was held down to about $10,000
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FOR PUNISHMENT OR FOR MENDING
BY ALVA W. TAYLOR

T

HERE are, in round numbers, 200,000 persons in under yvhich he cannot be compelled to incriminate himprisons in this country under sentence for conviction self, the reduction, and in many States and countries the
of crime. This does not take account of the jail and juve- abolition, of the death penalty, the adoption of the indenile reformatory population, and of course it does not terminate sentence with the parole and probation systems,
include a perhaps even greater number who commit crime are all illustrations of the change for better in the treatwithout being caught and convicted. Conditions under ment of criminals.
which this 200,000 live is a matter of much moment to good
This does not mean that all is well. The recent prison
citizenship, and all the more so because crime is a type of mutinies have brought home to even the casual reader the
conduct that calls for mending. It is therefore a matter deplorable conditions within prison walls. The Handbook
of much moment to Christian people, whose religion com- · of American Prisons and Reformatories tells, without a
mits them to a gospel of redemption, as to how far the word of sensationalism, the actual conditions in all of the
conditions of imprisonment operate to redeem the unfor- Federal and State prisons. Anyone who had read it would
tunate victims of criminal conduct. If imprisonment fails not have been greatly surprised at the Columbus holocaust
to reform or to redeem the prisoner, but, on the contrary, or the Colorado mutiny. There is not a lurid line in it; in
makes him so resentful, or put him into such associations, fact, if there is a criticism to be made, it is that the. writers
or compels him to live under conditions that incline him have leaned backward in their efforts to avoid the use of
more to crime, then the prison, instead of becoming a peni- a sensational word. They have used the methods of obtentiary-that is, a place where men are made penitent- jective survey, but the reader will discover within the
thousand pages all tlie following, which the publishers put
becomes a school in crime.
Not so many generations ago even in the Christian on the cover. "Inmates handcuffed to walls and floors of
world, so called, prisoners were tortured, punishment was cells. Solitary confinement for days at a time. Dark, illbarbarous, and the death penalty was visited for even ventilated cells. Gun guards always in sight. Silence entrivial offenses, but also in those days men were burned forced among prisoners. Two and three men crowded into
alive because of their faith, and there were no laws for- one cell. Sweat boxes. Lashes. Bloodhounds for escaped
bidding cruelty to either animals or children. It was convicts; these are some of the conditions reported
upon by our investigathought, in those cruel
tors."
days, that the pain and
Only five years ago repfear of physical punishresentatives of the Nament was the only correctional Society for Penal
tive for children, criminals,
Information, after visiting
and heretics. The conditwenty-eight prisons in
tions in American prisons
this country, reported, in
may still be .all too often
part, in · these words:
deplorable because of their
"There was the 'reform'
lack of humanity, but
prison in Colorado,
progress has been made.
famous the country over
From the scores of offor its road work. Prisonfenses for which capital
ers-for stealing a handful
punishment might be visof raw onions from the
ited in the days of Queen
kitchen-shackled over the
Elizabeth the number of
'horse' and flogged by a
crimes for which men are
Negro guard wielding a
executed today has been
leather strap on a flail
reduced to four or five.
handle. Prisoners who atEvidence or confession of
tempted to escape, in
guilt under torture is lestripes, the hair on one
gally abolished, though it
side of their heads clipped
does exist in an alarming
close, the other half growdegree by the use of the
ing long, a heavy ball and
third degree, as any one
chain riveted to the ankle,
may learn by reading such
wheeling the ball in a
a latter-day book as La.:.
wheelbarrow all day in a
vine's The Third Degree.
circle under an armed
The modern assumption
guard. A 'trusty' system
Photo Ke}'!tonc ,.lew Co.
.
that the accused is innoThe cells in this city jail were so filled that many of
shot through with insincent until he is proven
these men were compelled to sleep on the floor, in(. '
cerity
and stool-pigeon
guilty, the legal procedure
the aisles, and atop the cells
18
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spying. Distrust and suspicion masquerading under the name of honor. 'Bad actors'
relegated to the insane section, where sane
and insane alike are controlled with iron
rods and fire hose. An insane prisoner horribly beaten to death, his ribs crushed by
heavy boots. This is the famous reform
prison of Colorado. I heard the warden's
attorney defend flogging on the ground that
England permits it, although the records
show that Colorado flogged more prisoners
in one year than the whole of England.
Today Tom Tynan of Colorado is probably
the only flogging warden left outside of the
extreme South.
"At Leavenworth we saw· a prison crowded
to almost double its capacity, with no industries for its population of 3,300 federal prisoners. Hundreds of men were quartered in
semidark basements. A squad of prisoners
with blowtorches patrolled the bunks ceaselessly, making war on vermin. Everywhere
about the prison were massed throngs of
idle men, literally falling over each other.
In the laundry it was almost impossible to
A
reach the machinery. A shoeshop, to furnish employment for a thousand men, has
been under construction for years. Prisoners, in such numbers as to make effective work impossible,
covered it like pigeons on a grain mill....
"In most prisons-about ninety per cent-this punishment--i. e., solitary confinement-is added to by handcuffing the men to the wall or the bars of the door during
the day~that is, for a period of ten to twelve hours each
day that he is in punishment-the time varying from a
few days to more than two weeks. In some institutions
the handcuffs have been abolished and replaced by an
iron cage made to fit the human form, which, in some
cases, can be extended or contracted by the turning of a
handle. A man put in the dark cell has this cage placed
about him and made to fit his particular form-it is usl}ally
made so 'snug' that he has to stand straight up in the
cage. He cannot bend his knees, he cannot lean against
the bars, he cannot turn round; his hands were held tight
against the sides of his body, and he stands straight, like
a post, for a full day, on a little bread and water-and for
as many days as the warden or the deputy sees fit."
We have not yet reached the place in social intelligence
where we are willing to consider the question of crime
and the treatment of the criminal on a scientific basis, or
even to admit that the social sciences have made many
discoveries that are usable. Men of affairs, who will
adopt every discovery. in the field of chemistry, mechanics, or medicine, are still unconvinced because uninformed
and unwilling to be informed regarding the discoveries in
the social sciences relating to such vital matters as crime
and its cure. The result is that those in charge of our
prisons and prisoners, from wardens to guards, are chosen
either on the basis of political preference or because they
are good managers of business enterprises-that is, they
can conduct prisons efficiently and economically and make
the work of the prisoners pay for their care. Dr. Haynes,
in his superb book, entitled Criminology, gives the following general historical incidents, which is not news to the
JULY 1931
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prisoner being taken ca.p tive after a mutiny caused by
overcrowding in the prison
·

intelligent reader: "In 1921, the Attorney General appointed
as superintendent of prisons a man whose only qualification was that he was a brother-in-law of the President.
Subsequently the warden of Atlanta Prison, an official of
experience, was removed, and the Attorney General announced publicly that a threatened split in his political
party in Oklahoma had been averted by the appointment
of the leader of one faction to the wardenship at Atlanta.
The warden thus appointed proved so unfit that he was
allowed to resign, and an Ohio politician was put in his
place. The new inctimbent was later convicted and sentenced to prison for extorting money from prisoners for ·
special favors."
In its recent report on American Prisons and Reformatories, the investigators for the Society of Penal Information say: "There are still surprisingly few prison officials,
guards or wardens and deputies, who have the training
necessary to organize or carry out a well-rounded program
based on individual analysis and treatment of the prisoner,
even if conditions in their institutions permitted it. The
demand for such officials is increasing; the influence of
politics in the selection of the higher officials and the
prevalence of low salaries for guards and foremen tend to
prevent their· appointment, but it is safe to say that the
caliber of prison officials is higher than it was a decade
ago. Imprisonment in the all-important matter of personnel, however, and increase in the appropriations necessary for such improvement have not kept pace with the
growing complexity and difficulty of the penal problem."
The average modern prison is still built on the cellblock system, and every cell is built with the strength required for the incarceration of the most violent and dangerous of the men. Men who are neither violent nor
dangerous are compelled to submit to the type of habitation which reminds them every hour of their prison life
that they are supposed to be (Continued on page 39)
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A WAY OF WORLD
FRIENDSHIP
BY ANNE WIGGIN

Secretary Intematio11al Student Committee
of the Y. W. C. A.

Tomeko Unno (left), Shizuaka, Japan; Ruriko Yamagata
(right), Matsuyama, Japan. Students of Scarritt College

granted now in all American colleges of any size and
academic standing that there will be foreign students,
and without them the American group would feel very
much cheated.
Five years ago the Student Y. W. C. A. decided that it
was no longer right to go on working from the point of
view of a Friendly Relations Committee made up of a
group of Americans trying to do a job for foreign students.
They blew it to pieces and formed what is called an International Student Committee made up of American and
foreign students with a few nonstudent Americans who
represent the community; together they have been working
to try to find the way to be of use to foreign women students in any practical ways that they could. They also
try to be of use to American students in opening to them

T

HE Student Y. W. C. A. in America has always been
very much concerned about the whole llie of students; not only about their theological position and church
membership, but .about their human, everyday relationships with each other and with other groups in this country, such as industrial workers, and it has always been
very much concerned about the relations of American
students with students throughout the world.
In 1913 the Student Y. W. C. A. awoke to the fact that
foreign women students were coming to this country in
increasing numbers; that they were beginning to represent just about the whole world; and that they were an
important group of people, since most of them were going
back to places · of leadership in their own countries.
Therefore, they organized a committee which they called
The Friendly Relations Committee and which was designed to be of use to foreign students in any way that
they could, such as meeting them at boats when they
arrived to welcome them in the name of America, helping them with the terrors of immigration. and customs
formalities, helping them on their way to their schools and
colleges, and plans for their vacations, and sometimes
helping them to find work in the summer.
Back in 1911 foreign students were still a bit of a
curiosity in the United and in many colleges, particularly
the smaller ones; I think they were treated more like exhibits from a museum than they·were like human beings.
That day is a long way past. I do not mean that the day
has yet dawned when we really understand each other in
the sense of deeply scratching the surface of llie to understand the background of culture and social relationships
that each of us has to offer, but at least it is taken for
20
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Mrs. Marin De Frausto (left), Parra!, Mexico;
Eglontinn Flores (middle), Chihuahua, Mexico;
Eveltino Gonzales (right), Lompazes, Mexico.
Students of Scarritt College
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· all the resources of understanding which foreign students might have it in them to give to America out of their
own backgrounds of culture and national life.
They are trying particularly to roll up in their offices in
New York and Chicago contacts with people of all kinds
in the United States, in the hope that they m~y be of use
in supplementing university experience for foreign students
by helping them to meet groups or individuals here whom
it would be interesting to them to meet and who would
help them to follow the line of their own particular interest. To h~lp in the process of educating the American
group, they send a pilgrimage to Europe each year, made
up of students from all over the United States and of the
white and Negro and American Indian races.
What we are seeking to do in the International Student
Committee of the Y. W. C. A., whether it is through personal service to visitors from abroad or through contacts
of human beings with each other, either through weekend gatherings or in any other way, is to release on the
soil of America the backgrounds of culture which students represent here. When we realize that the whole
world is represented, it makes us know that if we ever
could succeed in our mission, the spirits of all the countries of the world would be released on the soil of one
country and the soul of the world given a chance to
breathe.
The first time that I ever went to an international conference in Europe was to a meeting of the European
Student Relief in 1924. It was held in Germany in an old
castle high up in the Bavarian Mountains. I think it was
the first time that an international gathering of students

Sara Estelle Fernandez (left), Tampa, Flo.; Felicidad Mendez (right), Fort Worth, Tex.; two students of Scarritt College who ore of Cuban birth
but now residents of the United States

\
\
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Maria Pak (hift), Songdo, Korea; Boo Yu Yang (right),
Soochow China. Students of Scarritt College

had come into Germany since the World War. The conference was opened by ex-Chancellor Michaelis, and in his
welcoming address I remember that he said this: "We
meet in the clear sunlight of the mountains; may a clear
spirit .of truth and sincerity pass through our hearts.
May the fog of falsehood and misunderstanding give way
to the clear sunlight of the mountains. All ;nations are
sick. We are not met on the one hand as doctors and the
other as patients. We are met that all nations might have
liberation and recovery. The necessary medicine shall not
be pity but righteousness. Let us sow righteousness in
order to reap love."
In 1925 I· went back to another conference in Europe;
this time in France. I think it was the first time that an
international gathering of students had come into France
since the World War. By that time European Student
Relief had become International Student Service because
of the improvement in the· economic situation of students
and the changed character of the work they were to undertake. Since the beginning of the European Student Relief work much of the money which had been given by
American students and the other students of the world
had gone to rebuild student life in Germany. We supposed that we were giving Germany a gift, and no other
idea had gone through the minds of anybody, but at that
conference in 1925 the German students said that they
had considered it a loan and that they were going to pay
back every cent of it. To that gathering in 1925 they
brought $1,500 in cash which they had collected from
their students bit by bit and gave it back to International
Student Service with a request that an international student trust fund be established, to be available in case
there was need among students in (Continued on page 46)
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IN THE WORK-A-DAY WORLD
BY A COLLEGE GRADUATE
\X'HICH IS HER ACCOUNT of her experience as a
1vorldng girl aud the effect it bad upo11 her
philosophy of life

I

T is late afternoon, and the sun has sunk behind the
trees, leaving a rose and gold and blue haze in the
west. Fifty girls in beautiful dresses form a court for
the May Queen on the west step of an administration building-spring flowers are everywhere, and one is breathless
in such beauty. The President of the college speaks of the
ideals and the principles for which the college stands. The
commencement service reaffirmed the belief of one hearer
in the truth of the statement that she had made so often
before this college group that "one may be what he wills
to be."
Three weeks later is the last morning of a student Christian conference. Two friends sit beside a waterfall and
talk about love and beautY. and truth and values. It is
misting rain, and all ugliness seems to have been washed
away during the night, leaving everything as fresh and
fragrant as the wild mint that is growing by the waterfall.
Faith in the universe and the goodness of things seems to
be overflowing this faultless morning.
About eight days later one of the friends becomes one
of a group of workers standing outside a dress factory in a
city. It is seven-forty in the morning. They were told to
be there at seven-thirty if they wanted a job, but the
doors are still locked. About seven-forty-five Mr. K
drives up, and instantly they step back for him to pass.
She rushes up the shaky stair, along with the crowd, because she must have a job today. She can't stand another
day walking the streets. As she waits for Mr. K to look
her over, she recalls with horror the preceding two days.
She had arrived in the city buoyant and sure of herself;
but assurance waned near the end of the first day when
again and again she was told: "No, we cannot use you.
There are fifty and more on our waiting list now." She
applied in cafes, dress factories, bag factories, canning factories, one flour mill, a twine factory, Kress, Woolworth,
theaters, laundries, root beer stands, and at every place
where it seemed they could use help, but always the same
answer, "We cannot use yo-q." At one laundry she was
told to come back at one o'clock. One o'clock brought a
curt reply from the manager that the place had been taken
by another girl. She couldn't keep from crying, but she
did keep back the scream she felt she must utter or die.
She just couldn't ask for another job-so she walked up
and down the streets, even though her feet were blistered,
but she couldn't bring herself to go into another place.
Finally, she started back to the Y. W. C. A. Residence.
She was so tired; men stopped and asked her to ride,
and she thought: "Why shouldn't I? Anything is better
than this. I don't care what happens to me." But something made her drag on to the Y. W. C. A.
Soon Mr. K comes in. He asks her no questions, but
tells her that he can use her and to go up the stairs. In
22
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the room at the top of the stairs are one hundred and fifty
power machines and as ·many women working. She is
assigned a machine and given a bundle of dresses to make.
There are twenty-four dresses in her bundle. Three elderly women work about her. The one across from her
must have tuberculosis, but she is kind. She tells her not
to take so much trouble with her work because no one else
will, and she will lose out. She tells her about her own
home-how unhappy it is-but other women working near
are unhappy too.
At noon she goes out and eats a five-cent hamburger
and drinks a bottle of milk. Many of the women have
brought their lunches from home, and all during the day
they are eating. She sews and sews until the pile of
dresses is a blur of red and green and yellow before her
eyes-her neck hurts until she can hardly turn her head,
but again the old lady across the machine comes to her aid
and says: "Honey, it won't kill you. All of us have to
get used to this."

T

illS experience continued for three and one-half days,
and she earned one dollar and eighty cents.
She quit working at the dress factory on Saturday because she found a better job. This time she was to usher
at a movie, at a wage of ten dollars a week. Her hours
were from one until ten in the evening. During the week
days she had two hours off for supper. Her duties were
to usher in the 1;1-fternoons, take tickets at night, and to
take care of the children who were left in the children's
playroom. Some of the instructions she received from the
manager were:
1. Never sit down.
2. Break up petting parties if the couple gets too boisterous.
3. Do not trust anyone.
4. Speak .abruptly to all Mexicans, and send them to the
farthest aisle.
5. Say "Thank you" loudly to every patron.
6. Be on time always.
The manager was uneducated, but did think of the girls
working under her. There were about ten girls working
in the theater, and none of them seemed to be friends.
They were constantly fighting each other. The Negro
maid told her they would try and catch her doing something wrong and tell on her. One of them yelled down to
the manager from the balcony one night that she had
taken a man's word for having had a ticket. Another time
one of them told her to come back from supper at a time
which she found out later was thirty minutes late, and she
was bawled out for being tardy. Did she blame them?
Not after a few days. One can't be pleasant after standing up for ten hours and hearing (Continued on page 47)
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H.G:LIDE

The Glide Foundation and Evangelistic Center, in the heart of San Francisco, recently erected by
Mrs. Lizzie· H. Glide, is a memorial to her husb&nd, a successful and influential business , man of
northern California a generation ago. Mr. Glide died in 1906, leaving a large and growing estate. In
grateful ·memory of her husband and out of a deep desire to serve a great modem city, Mrs. Glide
has erected this noble church, standing in the .heart.of the. city and at the center of a system of unique
·
and remarkable Christian institutions . of which 'she · is sole donor

~-

MRS. LIZZIE H. GLIDE
· "Thirty years ag'o a_ very devout womalt, a member of the Methodist Episcopal Church, South, in Sacramento, California, went to God in prayer and asked what she could do to extend His Kingdom.
The answer came back to her, 'Do something for San Francisco.'" This woman was Mrs. Lizzie H.
Glide. In obedience to the heavenly vision, she has constructed in this great city a series of Christian institutions that can be duplicated in no city in this country. In l!H4 she built the Mary Elizabeth Inn, later Wesley Hall, an institutional church, three years ago two homes for students in the
University o£ California, and now crowns her beautiful service with the Glide Memorial Church, at
a cost of more than three-quarters of a million dollars
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GLIDE MEMORIAL CHURCH
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This beauti!ul temple, situated on Taylor a.nd Ellis Streets, was opened on January 11, Without a
cent cf debt, without a nickel of donation from aey board or any individual except Mrs. Glide. The
building ia a church joined to a hotel apartment building. The main auditorium is on the sei:ond Boor.
Beneath it on the main Boor is the evangelistic ball. The aputment building rises six stories above
the street. On the aecond Boor are the offices of the bishop, the pastor, and the editor of the ·Pacific
Methodist AdYocate. On the ground Boor is a branch of the PulSTishing House
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In the church on the Taylor- Str-eet side the
gTound floor- is occupied by Lamar & Whitmor-e,
W. H. Hunter-, Manager-, covering the space of
three stor-es
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A scene in the lobby of the apartment hotel.
On the fir-st floor- ther-e ar-c a r-estaiU'lUlt. lounge
room and S\Uiday-school departments, in the
midst o~ _which is this beautiful lobby.
'I
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Left: Mary
Elizabeth Inn,
1040 Bush St., ·
·s an Fr-ancisco,
California.
Front entrance .
to this noble
center for
working girls
.

'

Wesley Hall, dormitory building for
boys attending the University of California, less than three blocks from the
· inain .gate of the University

Bishop Arthur- J. Moor-e in his office. · Elected a:t the
General Conterence in Dallas and assigned to the
western ar-ea,· be has. made a profound .impr-ession on
the West, and pr-omises a brilliant and .notable lead.
er-ship for- .that gTeat western lan_d
.

·,
I

i)

),

An attractive comer of the Methodist Book
Store, where many books, both classic and modem, fill · the shelves. The table is filled with
current periodicals

Mary Elizabeth Inn, built by Mrs. Glide in 1914
as a home for working girls. This was when
girls who were compelled to work in San Francisco fowid · it difficult to get along on · their
salaries
·

~··

\.

Epworth Hall. Our Berkeley Church is
less than three blocks from the main
gate of· the University of California.
Back of the church stands this beautiful home. for _girls
·

Right: Front
entranc"' to
Epworth Hall, ·
near our Berkeley Church, a
three-story
·home for girls
attending the
University of
California

Dr. W. J. Sims, Presiding Elder San Francisco District. When Mrs. Glide began to think of doing some·thing mor;e for San Francisco; she sought the advice
of Dr. W. J. Sims, and too much credit cannot be
given him for the successful completion of the work
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On the second, third
and fourth floors are
the community kitchens, with individual
lockers, electric stoves,
Frigidaire, and every
electrical convenience,
and in the midst, this
beautifcl ladies' parlor

lJ

~

Rev: J.

c.

McPheeters, pastor
of Glide
Memorial
Church, in
h i s · office,
preaches to
a large congregation
at every
service

A section · of the main auditorium in
Glide Memorial Church. The seating
of the auditorium, main floor and bal. cony, is 1,050

Evangelistic Hall on the first floor,
capable of seating' 250, where meetings
are held nightly under the direction of
the pastor

,,

A specimen of one of
the rooms for women.
These rooms . are so
well furnished and so
reasonable that they '
are · filled immediately
and there is a long
waiting list

'

~

A

'I

tower

rise: s

1so·

. feet, at the
t 0 p
0 f
which is a
revolving,
.four-way
cross eight
feet high,
turning 4
times a
minute

' i
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Corridor of Glide Church. The iron
gates seen in the picture are beautiful
;specimens of artistry, suggesting Cellini.
The vestibule is approached from the
side through three beautiful arches in
polychrome terra cotta
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This beautiful parlor and recreation
room are for the use of the girls who
room in the apartments
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EPWORTH · CHURCH
Epworth Church, originally built by the aid of the Board of Missions, Wa.s removed and rebuilt on
its present site, three blocks from the main gate of the Univer-Sity of California,· and is one of our
most prosperous churches. -N~ar the church have been _erected two beautiful donnitory buildings
for students in the University. -The present pasto-r of the church, Dr. ]. A. B. Fry, is an able
preacher, popular ·pastor, indefatigable and successful worker in the leadership of this community

THE SPIRIT OF TOM BROWN GOES ON
(Continud from page 17)

during 1915, the amount of insanity in Sing Sing dropped
fifty per cent, and the number of fights involving serious
injury dropped sixty per cent, which proved that the men
were living more normal lives, since the nervous strain of
confinement was more than cut in hal£! Certainly, that
was a worth-while accomplishment, but there was more to
be considered. For Thomas Mott Osborne the ultimate
goal was the improvement of the morale of the men going
out. He says: "Men began coming out of prison in a most
surprising frame of mind, with not only an intention to go
straight, but with a desire to make amends for their former
mistakes. 'You can't hear anythin' 'round dis prison now,'
said a New York lad, skillful and experienced pickpocket,
''cept how we're goin' to make good when we goes out.'"
It would be very pleasant if this story of Mr. Osborne's
life could end like a fairy tale with every one realizing the
value of the work he was doing. But, unfortunately, that
cannot be, for forces were arising that threatened not
only the work that lay nearest his heart, but even his
own fortune and honor. The corrupt forces that thrive on
the exploitation of prisoners, the forces of prejudice and
narrow-mindedness that had begrudged his humanity toward criminals, and the forces of evil politics were stirring,
lying in wait like serpents waiting for the chance to strike.

There is not time here, even if we had the inclination,
to review the sordid story of the attacks on Mr. Osborne.
This story is written in the annals of the courts of New
York, and I doubt if there is in the history of these courts
a story of more implacable and treacherous enmity, or of
viler insinuations against the character of a man who had
proved himself estimable. It is enough to say that the
charges brought against him in an indictment in December, 1915-that he had given out false statements about
the prison, that he had neglected his duty, that he did not
command the respect of the prisoners, that he failed to
supervise the discipline of the prison, and that he himself
committed various unlawful acts-were so baseless that
they were thrown out of court, and Thomas Mott Osborne
returned in triumph to Sing Sing.
One thing had been proved by these proceedings, however, and that was the great esteem in which Mr. Osborne
was held. Eloquent testimonials of that regard were two
meetings held in Carnegie Hall in New York during the
time of his pendi,ng trial. One was called by a committee of 250 prominent citizens and addressed by men of
power and influence. The other was called and addressed
by ex-convicts and was, perhaps, the more significant of
the two. The Brooklyn Daily Eagle, in covering this assembly, says:
"The Osborne meeting at Carnegie Hall _last night was
unique in the history of the country. . . . An ex-convict
presided and six or eight convicts spoke.... -All of them
were clear-eyed and clean-faced, the hangdog look had
dropped from · them, and they told their stories simply
and without embarrassment."
Doubtless, it wa~ no easy task for them, but their friend,
Tom Brown, _needed them, and they were responding as
best they could.

After he had established his system in Sing Sing, Mr.
Osborne took charge of the United States Naval Prison at
Portsmouth, where he did splendid work. He remained
there until 1920, when he resigned to spend the last years
of his life in retirement.
One incident that occurred in Portsmouth seems to me
to furnish a fitting climax to Mr. Osborne's remarkable
career in prison work. The Prison Dramatic Company of
Portsmouth was going to give a performance in Manchester, N. H., almost fifty miles away. There were nine
carloads of prisoners who were to take part, and, obviously, there could not be a guard for every car. It was
after eleven o'clock when the performance was over and
they started back to Portsmouth. It had begun to snow
heavily. One of the cars, failing to see the others make a
sharp turn in the road, went straight ahead and was lost.
All night long, the men in the car roamed about the
country, hunting the right way back to prison! They
arrived the next morning about ten o'clock, tired and
sleepy, but every man was present!
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In that group one convict was serving a life sentence;
another, twenty-five years; another, fifteen; and four were
doing ten-year stretches. I doubt if, in the history of the
prisons of the world, a similar group ever went voiuntarily
back to their jail. One of the men, speaking of the incident, said that they never thought of not returning, and
he added the significant and paradoxical words:
"We were free to go where we liked, but we found our
true freedom in coming back to prison.''
They had lived up to the responsibility imposed upon
them; they had been true to their trust. They had, indeed, found true freedom.
That incident, I think, presents with unusual clarity the
value of Thomas Mott Osborne's work. Whatever may be
written in our newspapers or spoken by our cynics on
the subject, the fact remains that a system meeting a test
like that has succeeded beyond all question. Although the
last years of Mr. Osborne's life were saddened by the
indifference of the public to the work for which he had
given his life and by the fact that the Mutual Welfare
Leagu-e was allowed to degenerate into a pitif~ travesty
of self-government, yet he had succeeded. And the failure
to recognize and use his plan was failure to keep abreast
of the tide of progress.
In 1929, that terrible series of prison riots brought us
up with a jerk to realize that we cannot any longer disregard what he taught us. Never again can we complacently lock living beings into dungeons and forget them;
never again can we treat men like brute beasts, denying
our common humanity.
Thomas Mott Osborne has shown us what our prisons
are and what they could be. A friend of his says: "In
spite of all the scoffing and ridicule, he did what no one
had had the courage to do before-to take men in prison
as men, to trust them, to work with them as human beings.'' And, to use his own triumphant expression, "the
thing worked!"
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These cottages are on
the Eriscon Tract. The
one in the foreground
is where n beautiful
woman is making her
stand for life
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DESERT HOPES
BY IDA STEVENS

serves in Ce11tral Methodist
Episcopal Church, South, Phoenix, Arizona

DEACONESS STEVENS

To

tion. There is little rainfall except on the mountains,
which lie all about us. People suffering from tuberculosis
must avoid darkness, dampness, and dust. The temperature is high here nine months in the year, and the sky is
cloudless. A fillillg station on the Youman Highway advertises: "A tank filled free any day the sun does not shine."
Health seekers for years have flocked to the Salt River
Valley. There are numbers of sanitariums in and around
our city and on the desert. Many sick come with their
families and live in apartments or homes. Convalescents
come for the winter year after year. There are also groups
of temporary cottages on the edge of the desert owned or
rented ·by health seekers. Many who realize they must stay in this climate build substantial homes and seek as far as possible to
live a normal life. Some of our finest spirits
from the old States are here seeking to build
~ empire with their weakened hands. Those
who recover can never again hear the strain
and stress as of yore, but must have rest
periods "if they would stay well. There
must be a constant watchfulness lest there
be a return of the trouble.
It has been a joy unspeakable to minister
to these lonely people. The church folk
supply me with good magazines, church papers, and flowers. My little Ford, "Cherio,"
is a fine partner, and with a bucket full of
flowers on the floor beside me and the back
of the car packed full of magazine we start
out to try to bring courage and cheer and
keep up the morale of those fighting the
Deaconess Ida Stevens and her Cherio ready to carry cheer
long battle with disease.
to the sick ones

the uninitiated the word desert denotes dreariness
and hopelessness, but I had not long been in Arizona
before I realized it had a different meaning here. The
Youma Desert, which begins fifty miles beyond Gila Bend
and reaches on into the California Valley, is not a flat
waste of sand, but rolling land, low mountains, and sheltered valleys. It is barren-looking to the stranger's eye,
but full of beauty to those who love its coloring-the rose,
bronze, purple, pale blue, and gray of near and distant
mountain ranges.
Phoenix is located in the Salt River Valley, which has
the lowest altitude in the State, making it a very hot sec-
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Cottages at Hyatt's
Camp, one of the oldest and best-known
camps, about fifteen
miles from the center
of Phoenix

Many are the Christians who know God's love, yet it
helps to receive the visitor who is serving them as a representative of the Church. Of -the eighty-two stranger
health seekers on my visiting list this year, forty-two are
Southern Methodists. In addition, there are twenty-two.
chronic invalids in our church membership. The group
changes constantly, some getting well and moving away,
while many others come to take their places. Letters of
gratitude come, telling what the ministry of the Church
has meant in their "Chasing the Cure."
I visit in eight tuberculosis sanitariums. At one of
these two dear girls from far-away States battled for
health. One day on my rounds I found Mary had died
the day before. The next visit I found Beth's bed empty.
They go quickly in the end. How glad I was we had read
God's Word, prayed together, and talked of our Father's
love and their personal hope in him. Anoth~r fine little
lady made a gallant struggle for over a year. We both
knew she was losing, although we always spoke hopefully.
Her family was in a distant Southern State. Often when
we visited we talked of home and the dear ones there.
One day she asked me to purchase birthday gifts for her
two children. She wanted Bibles. I had an inspiration
and my month's salary in my pocket, so went to two bookstores and made deposits with an agreement to return the
books not needed. To my surprise, she did not choose
children's Bibles, but very pretty illustrated ones acceptable to any age. Before the gifts were mailed a sudden
hemorrhage ended her life, and mother's birthday gift to
each will be something they can treasure and use through
all the years.
From a middle State a brother and sister came to seek
healing for the brother. Securing a tiny cottage on a
desert strip, the sister got employment, and the brother
laid down to rest and fight. Days and weeks and years
passed with little progress. Tom had been manager of a
bird store, where he cared for and trained parrots to talk
and wee birdies to whistle and sing. His friends upon
entering often felt it uncanny to be greeted by bird notes.
How he longed for his feathered friends. Feeling they
should not spend money for luxuries, his sister was looking for a bird which, for lack of color or pedigree, might
be procured at a modest price. I began to look too and
JULY 1931

visited a family that raised birds as a side line, not for
their living. When I inquired concerning prices, the man
asked me some pointed questions, then said: "We've had
sick of our own, and if a bird can really help, I'll let you
have one indefinitely." A lady in the church loaned me a
fine new cage, and the canary seems to understand his
job, and is a cheery singer and joyous companion.
From a Northern State came a brave asthmatic in the
last stages. It is hard for one in her condition to get a
house. Her children needed to be (Continued on page 36)
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A convalescent from New York State. He should
he perfectly quiet. The wife works to support the
family, and he cares for the children in her absence
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FOR INDIANS
BY RUTH MUSKRAT BRONSON

From an address givm at the North America11
Home Missio11s Congress, December, 1930

Mrs. Ruth Muskrat Bronson, Assistant Guidance
and Placement Officer, Indian Field Service

E have heard over and over again that the Indian
is a spiritual and reverent being, and this is true.
His nature yearns for and demands some religion which
he can follow, some supreme power which he can reverence. I believe that Christianity is the only religion that
can satisfy that need. I believe firmly that if it had not
been for Christianity and the Christian Church, my people
would have perished-Christianity in the heart of the white
man and Christianity in the heart of the Indian. It has
been the one thing that h~s pulled him onward when his
old life was gone; it has meant spiritual and actual physical life for him. Let me say here that I have a deep gratitude which I can never repay, both for myself and for my
people, to the Christian Church and the old Christian
leaders-the missionaries of a generation ago. To my
race they have brought life; to myself they have brought
both iife and an education to enrich that life.
I think that probably the most puzzling thing about
Christianity for Indians is the matter of denominational
rivalry. We have not been· able to understand how a
people-upheld by, and permeated with, so great a love as
Christ's love, of which they teach-have been afraid to
trust each other in the spreading of His word .. And it has
been a confusing and a bewildering thing, which has too
many times obscured from us a true vision of Christ, to
be taught that the Catholics across the road and the Protestants on this side cannot be friends. Sometimes I think
that if I could ever-! say that if I could ever-have a
bitter resentment toward the white man for what he has
done for my people, it would be for this one thing-that
you have too often fostered in us your own narrowness,

W
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your prejudices, and antagonisms, when you thought you
were bringing us to Christ.
If it were only differences of opinion, we could understand those, for we have differences of opinion among ourselves; but we cannot understand how, in a religion of
love, there can be antagonisms and bitterness and rivalry.
We can understand how there may be many roads leading
to one destination, for we have those all over our reservations; but we cannot believe that only one road leads us
to that destination, and all the others lead off aimlessly
into the marsh lands. Too often, in your zeal to put your
denomination first, you have brought us a narrow and distorted Christ, an obscured and flickering view of his love.
I believe one of the biggest things you have done to
counteract this opinion of a divided Christianity has been
your sending to a few of the government schools interdenominational religious work directors. This i~ the first
time the majority of the Indian young people have seen
any cooperation between the organizations teaching them
Christ and his love. Of course, there are only a few such
workers, where there should be many. I wonder if this
plan of wot'k can be extended into many more Indian
schools and with a more adequate staff and a deeper spiritual emphasis? Can you bring to this united work for
Christ the same zeal you give to the work of your own
denomination? Is your zeal for the furthering of the
Kingdom of Christ, or for the enlarging of your denomination? Is it too wild a dream for us to hope that we may
see in our lifetime a united effort to bring to the Indian
people a working knowledge of the all-inclusive love of
God?
In the old days, the missionary was the intellectual and
spiritual leader of the Indian people, and, because of low
salaries and a nonprogressive program, the Government
had to take anything it could get for leadership. . Now,
with the Government's new demand for a trained personnel, increased salaries, and an inviting program, there
comes a challenge to the Church to still maintain its
leadership. We must have missionaries, both Indian and
white, who will be able to respect the Government officials,
and not suffer in the comparison to which the lay Indian
will inevitably subject him. Experts from various fields
of social and educational work are being called into the
Indian service by the Government to help in the reorganization of its work.
New educational policies, new health programs, and new
social plans are being worked out for specific sections of
the Indian country. In the setting (Continued on page 36)
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editor had the thrill of a new experience in a visit
Conference meetings, like people, have distinct charto the Westem Conferences, including the New Mex- acteristics, =d this one was certainly not lacking in exico, Arizona, Los Angeles, and Pacific. It was not only cellencies. Only one or two observations. The brethren
thrilling, but new, perhaps more thrilling because new. present made themselves distinctly a part of the meeting;
Her concept formerly conceming these Conferences might they sat through the long sessions with sympathetic inbe expressed in two words: small and struggling. Neither terest. It made one dream of a time when men and women
of these characteristics held in the real experience. In the may do the work of the Church together rather than in so
New Mexico Conference meeting they had the largest wholly segregated groups. And then there was the condelegation they had ever had, and there was indeed no stant impression of the need and mission of the Church
mean number presl!nt. Among the delegates were num- in that land of seekers for life and health. Suffering has
bers of strong, capable, and outstanding women, so that made the people peculiarly tender and sympathetic.
there was no depression of small numbers or feeble ef- When the deaconess gave her report of work among the
forts. To be sure, our Society in this Conference is not sick, the meeting seemed like one united and sympathetic
large, and the women are bound to find the work a sob. When the visitor, on her departure, made some such
struggle. A little side remark of a member revealed that remark to the deaconess, she replied: "0, but this is the
one auxiliary in one of the largest towns of the State is Desert of Hope." Has the West not been ever the land of
one hundred miles from any other auxiliary, so that zone hope?
The next stop was in Glendale, where the Los Angeles
meetings are rather difficult. Indeed, on this side of the
river we would think it quite impossible, but not so out in Woman's Conference Society was in session. Here the
the breezy, bracing, energetic West. What is it to ride one traveler had expected a very small meeting, because the
hundred miles over the plains? Psychologically, it is less territory comprised only the lower part of the Pacific
Conference. But here was, perhaps, the biggest surprise
than twenty-five for us.
Times may not be so hard for them as for us in the of all, for the church was well filled, and the number
East, but it is quite certain they are not wholly exempt present exceeded that of either of the others attended, and
from-the results of the crash. Yet one of the officers of the the leaders were women of very special strength and
New Mexico Conference, in making her report, remarked ability.
After a week-end in Los Angeles, the visitor found hercasually:_ "We talk as though some calamity had come
upon us, something like a flood or a catastrophe had self in the interesting city of Fresno with a few tried
nearly wiped us off the face of the earth. Yet here we are, friends of other days and many lovely new ones. Here
holding the largest Conference meeting in our history. there was a warm reception. The thermometer was way
The trains are all running, and we are still able to use the up in the nineties, and the welcome ran a close second.
telephone, and-"
The thermometer lowered very perceptibly on the second
One of the most interesting features of the New Mexico moming, but the welcome was on rising ground. The
Conference was the welcome given the Denver District visitor had thought often, when hearing reports of our
delegation, who were present in a goodly number, the Church in the West, that it was running a losing race,
Denver Conference having been made a district at the last but since the Fresno meeting She feels quite otherwise.
General Conference. At one time, it was said, the Ari- A Conference or a Church is not to be measured by numzona Conference was a part of the Denver Conference, so bers, but by the power it exerts for righteousness. After
these delegates felt that this meeting was a home-coming. sitting two days in this conference, new measurements
The visitor had been present at the last meeting of the were adopted.
Denver Conference Society; she felt that she was meeting
The week-end succeeding this most enjoyable and profitold friends in the Denver District women.
able meeting was spent in San Francisco-one night at
Reluctantly the visitor parted with these friends, old Mary Elizabeth Inn and the rest of the time with a good
and new, and tumed her face westward, arriving one friend, Miss Elizabeth Olmstead. Many of our readers
glorious rooming iil the charming little city of Phoenix, have visited the marvelous city of the Golden G:ate; hence
where she was met at the train by the president of the .there is no need in using words in giving it the least
Arizona Conference, Mrs. M. E . Mackey, and Deaconess portrayal.
Ida Stevens. These are really long-time friends, so there
The objective of this further joumeying was the work
was no strange feeling, even so far west as Arizona. In- there being carried forward by the Methodist Episcopal
deed, it seems that one never could feel lonely among the Church, South. The Wesley House and the Mary Elizabeth
W estem people.
Inn are already household words, but the Epworth Hall
Here, too, a rare experience was awaiting-entertain- and the Glide Memorial are practically new in our San
ment in the country by a charming host and hostess Francisco Methodist vocabulary. The ,evening spent in
who lived just in the opposite direction from the country Epworth Hall, meeting students from the university who
church where the meeting was to be held. If there were live there and a number of the Berkeley missionary
space, much might be written of the lovely rooming rides women and their husbands, was an evening long to be
and the first experience of attending a Conference meet- remembered. The Epworth Hall, with its splendid appointing in the country.
ments and its head resident, Miss (Continued on page 47)
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A CHANGING WORLD FOR INDIANS
(Continued from page 34)

up of such a program for the best development of ari Indian community, is there any place for the Church? And
if so, how can it cooperate with all these agencies? Can
a people, fundamentally spiritual and religious, be given
any kind of an abundant life without the help of the
Church? If we people of the Church are to take our rightful place in this new program, an adequate leadership
must be provided, and denominational competition must
be subordinated to a place of secondary importance.
The education of leaders from a people so universally
poverty-stricken as the Indian people must, of necessity,
be through the help of the Church. The Indian leader's
problem is peculiar. If he is to interpret the white man
and the white man's religion to the Indian, he must be
trained as well, or better, than the one with whom he is to
work. In the Government schools he must be trained
better than his white fellow employee, so deep is the
white man's prejudice against him, in order to command
his respect. He must attend white schools, he must travel
in white communities, and in other Indian communities than
his own, if he is to have a broad understanding of the problems of both peoples and interpret them to each other.
There is no way for him to get this superior training without the help of outside agencies. He is too poor, his parents are too poor, both in experience and in money, to
even offer him encouragement. Too often he has too many
handicaps to overcome, and too many adjustments to
make, for him to work his way through school, as so many
white boys do.
If the Church wishes to claim the services of the promising young Indian leader, the Church must assume some
responsibility in his training. I wish that this Congress,
as one piece of cooperation, would establish one p'e rpetual
scholarship-just one-that would be available each year
for some capable young Indian who wishes training for the
leadership of his own people.
And now, there is this last thing I wish to call to your
attention. We hear on all sides that this is a changing
world for the Indian people, that the Indians are leaving
the reservations, going into the cities for work, and into
the public schools for education. This is true. The movement away from the reservations is taking pla:ce, and
nothing we might wish to do in the matter can stop it, or
even prevent it. Indians are being forced away from the
old reservations by economic pressure, and by the desire

for a better life for their children. Many of us feel that
this is for the best, but it is a process that must take place
slowly and normally. In your zeal to help us, do not
make us go too fast. We are a deliberate and a patient
people, but, since Columbus landed on the shores of
America, nothing has been allowed to happen to us in a
deliberate and patient way.
We have the same right of all the races of all the world
to time for our adjustment to a new civilization, but instead we have been rushed into a new kind of education,
rushed into new religious concepts, rushed into new social
life. We have been denied that privilege to struggle up
slowly and laboriously from one culture to another that is
our birthright. We have been expected to leap stages
in civilization so necessary to normal developments, and
blamed when we lapse into the backward darknesses left
by those missing stages. The wonder to me is that there
has not been more tragic waste of lives and character
among us than we have suffered. Had we not been a
courageous, a strong people, I do not see how we could
have survived.
Now is perhaps the most bewildering time of all, and we
are bending under the strain of it. The young people in
the cities are meeting awful confusion and severe difficulties in trying to face a civilization they have no equipment to meet. Be patient with our mistakes. We are
not discouraged. We do not despair. We still feel that
you need us and that we have something to give. All we
want is your understanding, your appreciation of our problem, and a chance to make our contribution.
Have you heard the story of Michelangelo's David which
stands in the city of Florence? It is said that an artist
bought the marble and blundered so badly in carrying out
his design that the beautiful stone was ruined and thrown
into a dump heap. Michelangelo found it lying there
among all that rubbish and exclaimed, "An angel hides
within it." So he carried the marble to his studio, and the
people hooted as it was hauled through the street. Under
his hand of genius the ruined stone became the statue of
David, a thing of beauty and inspiration to all the world.
The stone had been so mutilated that Michelangelo had to
make his David lean in the exact direction which the original artist had worked, but out of this very handicap came
the statue's greatest beauty. The broken marble is the
Indian young people of today.

DESERT HOPES
(Continued .from page 33)

near a school, and a place was finally found in a dreary
neighborhood, where there was only one poor rose bush
in the block; other parts of the city were rioting in flowers.
One day she said: "You don't have flowers here like we
did at home." I read the hunger for beauty in her eyes,
and took her flowers as often as possible-lots of flowers.
She treasured and kept them, sometimes for a week, even
though dried and faded. "0, you have a La France today;
I know the perfume," and she'd pick over the sometimes
wilted. bouquet to find her old friends.
Twelve miles from the church, <;mt on the desert, I visit
a beautiful woman. She has a room in a cottage. Twelve
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years ago she came to Phoenix with her four children.
The fight has been a long one, and at times she has been an
arrested case. It seemed necessary to at least make a
home for her little' boys, who made the living. She has
broken again; but her task is done. Her boys are educated and able to care for her and themselves. Out where
the sun shines brightest and the air is dryest she awaits
her call home with a brave heart and a smiling face.
These are stories of the hope of the desert, where behind
every door tragedy lurks. Every house has its own story
of heroic courage, and for a deaconess every day is fraught
with opportunities for service.
THE MISSIONARY VOICE
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ATHER, as I open my eyes I fling open also
the windows of my mind. Enter and make
Thy dwelling place here to-day as Thou
b ~idst wablk in .EhdeTnh. Mhay thhe corriddors of
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Minute by minute Thou art speaking. Minute
by minute I will ask "What next?"
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Direct my hands and feet to unhurried and unwearied deeds of mercy.
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Smile with my lips.

I fling open my heart and welcome all the
burning passion of Thy love for everybody I shall
meet to-day.
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So use me as a channel and send a divine stream
through me flowing out in every direction to
bless and sweeten and set the world singing.
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Father, I arise, Thine unseen arm about me,
Thine unheard whispering in my ear.
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A TRUE LOVE

r

STORY
BY MRS. HENRY GEORGE
THROUGH

THE

INTEREST, INFLUENCE,

and tmtiring efforts of Mrs. Dora Bowmalt,
the Eliza Bowman School at Cienfuegos,
Cuba, 1vas established. This school is not
01zly a monument to her noble life of
Christian service, but is also a lasting
memorial to a great frictzdship which existed between two women

One day Eliza Bowman fell ill, and while on
her bed of sickness she thought not of herself,
because her home-going was assured, but of those
around her who were not Christians. She called
to her bedside in the cl~sing hours of her life
several persons for whom she was much concerned and poured out to them the love of Jesus,
and they gave their hearts to God. To the sisterin-law and in-love, Mrs. Dora Bowman, who witnessed this marvelous demonstration of Jesus' power, Heaven always thereafter seemed nearer.
In 1898, Mrs. Dora Bowman was chosen by the
members of the North Texas Woman's Foreign
Missionary Society to be their president, and in
order to become familiar with the workings of the
The late Mrs. Dora Bowman, who was at one time president
missionary activities Mrs. Bowman attended the
of the North Texas Woman's Foreign Missionary Society
Woman's Board of Missions in Nashville the following year. Mrs. M. D. Wightman, president of
T AST spring, when the daffodils and tulips were bloom- the Woman's Board of Missions at that time, in her annual
L ing profusely in Houston, Tex., Mrs. Dora Bowman, address, gave a very graphic picture of the condition of
of Plano, Tex., who was at that time visiting her daugh- thousands of Cuban children made orphans by the Spanishter, Mrs. James R. Adams, went on a journey which she American War, and suggested that the Board enter Cuba
had anticipated for many years. This journey was to her and establish a much needed girls' school. This appeal
permanent home--Heaven. Mrs. Bowman had been pre-- touched a responsive chord in Mrs. Dora Bowman, \9ho
paring day by day, as every Christian should, ever since was a tender, loving mother, and at the proper time she
she was a young girl for this wonderful trip by going about walked up to .the table and placed on it the first contribudoing good, as Jesus did. Love for her fellow man was tion toward this work. _S he was followed by Miss Belle
uppermost in her heart. Truly, her life was a love story, Bennett, who gave the same amount, saying: "Texas shall
in her affection for her home, her country, and her God, not go into Cuba alone; Kentucky will go too." In less
"for none knew her but to love her, none named her but than fifteen minutes, five hundred dollars had-been given.
Mrs. Bowman came back to Texas with these Cuban
to praise."
Some years ago, two young . men came to Texas from children on her heart. She prayed. She talked of the
Tennessee and married two Texas girls. In course of time urgent need to those in her church, in her town, and in
both located in Plano. The wives of these young men her Conference.· She also published stories in the newswere Dora and Eliza Bowman. Their homes adjoined papers. A short time after one of her articles had apeach other; and the sisters-in-law, finding they had the peared, a gentleman living in the country came to her
same high ideals, the same love for their Heavenly Father, home and gave her fifteen dollars. Not long after that,
and many other things in common, became also sisters- this same man, Mr. John McKamy, gave her fifty dollars,
in-love. The two households were in such harmony that saying that surely she had been praying, because he felt
even the beautiful tr::-es planted in the adjoining yards en- impelled to bring her this second contribution. A gift of
twined, and the children of Dora and Eliza Bowman loved a thousand dollars was made by Mrs. Eliza Bowman's son.
The fund by that time had grown (Continued on page 48)
each other devotedly.
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FOR PUNISHMENT OR FOR MENDING
(Continued from page 19)

dangerous men. Then oftentimes these cells are crowded
to double or triple their normal capacity, and to the bad
psychological influence is added that of bad sanitary conditions due to overcrowding, and perhaps the worst of
social influences through vicious meh being quartered with
those who are not · vicious. Then if, as at Columbus,
before the terrible holocaust of a few months ago took
place, hundreds and even at times as many as two thousand men were kept in idleness, and, as in certain other
prisons, these idle men were locked up for twenty hours
per day, one can hardly e:>.."Pect that the conditions if imprisonment will be conducive to better conduct upon dismissal, unless he is convinced of the old medieval hellfire theory that men are made better only through punishment and the fear of punishment.
Idleness is the devil's workshop and is, next to cruelty,
the worst of all conditions for the prisoner. To those
who look upon work as a thing to be avoided and despised,
toil may seem to be a punishment, but to the average
healthy physical being a chance to work is a chance to
kill the dead, sordid, morbid hours that idleness brings.
Work is creative and redemptive if it is not overdone and
the task is of the right kind, and work, instead of the
confinement of the prison cell, comes as near to being the
key to the solution of prison problems as any one thing
that can be named. "Without work every constructive
measure in every department of the prison is thwarted, if
not doomed to defeat; for idleness is the insurmountable
barrier to the accomplishment of any sane purpose in
imprisonment," says an expert in criminology.
In the South the better tendency in prison reforms runs
to use of great prison farms, where the men work out of
doors under a discipline that is firm, but benign, and
with clean, sanitary, and wholesome living quarters. If
to this method of treatment there could be added the lure
of a small wage for work done under good behavior and
means could be provided for worker's education designed
to fit the prisoner for a steady job in some skilled craft
upon release, imprisonment might become to an increasing
number the means of reformation rather than a school in
crime.
On the contrary, in many of the prisons of the country,
labor is inside, over machines, under the contract system,
where the prisoner becomes nothing more than an indentured slave to the manufacturer of prison goods. Such
labor is usually done under a severe regimentation that
demands a certain stint of work within a limited _period,
in some cases with the lash as a reminder if he does not
produce it, and oftentimes without the prisoner being allowed to look up while employed on his task. Legislation
in this country has steadily tended to abolish this contract
prison labor, and it is hoped that the Hawes-Cooper bill,
recently passed by Congress, will strike it a deathblow.
The modern tendency in sentencing prisoners is to give
them an indeterminate period of confinement and then to
turn over to a parole board the question of how long
after a minimum period the prisoner is to remain durance.
The theory of the indeterminate sentence is good. It is
designed to fit, not a punishment to the crime on the old
theory that such a thing is possible, but to make the confinement of the prisoner last. as long as it seems to be
JULY 1931

required to render him eligible for return to society. If
with it the prison discipline could be made educational and
actually reformatory, the indeterminate sentence would
be the best of all modern devices for restoring erring men
to society safely, both fa~ themselves and their fellow
citizens. But if the parole board is not a board of experts, as it rarely is, and if political pull or some other
influence enters in until the prisoners feel that, not their
conduct and merit, but the power of friends or politicians
or some other sinister influ.e nce, determines whether one
shall stay while another gets out, the benign and wholesome theory of the indeterminate sentence defeats itself
through maladministration.
The use of parole and probation could be made to effect
more than any other single thing a reduction in the overcrowding of present-day prisons. In the great penitentiary
at Jefferson City, Mo., it was found that more than onehalf of all the inmates were sentenced to less than two
years and that half of them had been incarcerated for the
first time within the year when the investigation was
made. In other words, they were not hardened criminals.
No doubt a v·e ry large percentage of them were simply
erring men to whom a conviction would be a most salutary lesson if they could be quickly released under competent parole supervision and be .recommitted if they did
not keep their pledge of good behavior. The Society of
Penal Information believes that "there are many indica- .
tions that all sentences to the prison of the future will be
on a genuinely indeterminate basis. Judges will merely
commit to institutions, without maximum or minimum
term, such offenders as are deemed to require segregation
from the community. Instead of determining in advance
the date of an offender's release, his discharge will be
based on the essential personality of the man as determined by scientific methods, on the findings of a careful
social case history, and on conduct and reaction to various
phases of the institutional program. Such a basis for
discharge will be developed not because of any sentimental regard for the offender, but rather because it offers a
far more efficient way of. dealing with him and protecting
the best interests of society.
The following things seem to us to be required for the
improving of our American prisons as means to the reform
of erring men. Wholesome creative work out of doors as
much as possible with hours not too long, supervision firm
but benign and intelligent, with the prisoner paid a minimum at least for work well done, wholesome living conditions, sanitary and healthful though not necessarily expensive, food good though simple and plain, with much
freedom of association for all who prove themselves capable of using it \vithout harm to themselves, their fellows, or to prison discipline, vocational training universal
for all prisoners capable of accepting it in order that the
confined man may have . a trade upon release, plenty of
good reading, wholesome entertainment, and above an
regular classes for education, both of the vocational type
and to give as large a measure of general culture as is
possible. A more thorough and educationally devised religious oversight, not under the direction of the State, but
provided for by voluntary enterprises, is one of the most
needed reforms.
[ 351]
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THY KINGDOM COME
rry be Kingdom of Heaven is Lilw Uuto Leaven, W hicb a Woman
A

SuNDAY MoRNING AT TuNoA

L\ MONG the items especially
fl. Secretary's report, found

referred to in the General
elsewhere in this issue, is
the revival at Tunda in the Belgian Congo. A letter from
Rev. E. H. Lovell, dated February, 1931, describes a meeting at this station. Mr. Lovell says:
"On last Sunday morning Mr. Wheeler (Rev. H. T.
Wheeler) preached a fine sermon on 'The Rich Fool.'
After the sermon he made. the proposition that anyone
who wanted God in his heart and who wished to remain
for prayer after the others had gone should come to the
front of the house. After the others had gone to their
homes, we prayed for those who had remained-about
eighty-and had them pray for themselves that Christ
might enter their hearts and that sin might be cast out.
Soon we saw people under conviction. There was emotion in the case of some; with others it was all peace and
quiet. The Spirit led some to pray aloud; others lifted their
heads and spoke with joy, 'Jesus has entered.' One after
another made this simple ·confession. We felt the outpouring of the Spirit of God in our own hearts.
"In order to talk with them better, we had this same
group meet in the afternoon. When they came back we
talked with them again, and found them convinced in
themselves that Jesus was there in their he~rts. We
then asked them to try to win others and told them we
would hold services during the week. Last night about
twenty-two found Christ. There were about seventy in
the first service who found him. We are praying that
others will find him to-night and in the other services.
"While we cannot be certain of all, yet we do believe
that the majority of them have really found him. It seems
almost unreasonable, but we have been praying and working for this revival for a long time, and we believe the time
is ripe for many more to find him."
THE EVANGELICAL CHURCH IN MEXICO

T

HE Evangelical Church is becoming indigenous to the
soil of Mexico," says Dr. W. A. Ross, now in charge of
the Presbyterian Theological Seminary, who for many
years past has been connected with the Union Theological
Seminary in the City of Mexico, an institution that has been
operated by the leading Protestant denominations in Mexico. The Presbyterian Synod cooperated with the other
evangelical Churches in Mexico in this work of the Evangelical Seminary from 1917 to July, 1930, withdrawing at
this
to reopen their own .seminary in Coyoacan. On
account of his close association with this union work for
so many years, Dr. Ross takes a great interest in the work
of all Protestant denominations in Mexico.
"We have reached a new stage in foreign missions in
Mexico," says Dr. Ross. "The gospel is 'taking' in that
country. The leadership is rapidly passing to the Mexicans,
and the Mexican Church is expressing its mind and directing its work. The Missions in Mexico are now taking their
place as helpers of the Church on the field in the inspiring
and challenging task of ushering in God's good day for his
children.

time
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"At the same time that the individual churches are becoming better organized and are making their own plans
for the doing of their own work in their own way, a spirit
of cooperation is spontaneously growing up. The evangelical Churches have joined together in an intensive campaign of education. In their pulpits, in special conferences
and institutes, there is being given a clear and constructive
presentation of the fundamental doctrines of the evangelical Churches. In all the history of the evangelical work in
Mexico, there has never been such an extended and systematic presentation in a popular way of these doctrines.
In addition, two of the largest denominations, the Methodists and the Presbyterians, have united in the publication
of a paper of defense and education.
"We have recently returned to Mexico, after an absence
of fourteen months, and are impressed more forcibly than
ever with the signs of advancement. Christ is at work
throughout his Church, and in an ever-increasing manner
he is entering into the life of his people, and his influence is
being felt in an ever-widening circle.''
MEN AND MISSIONS SUNDAy

oNE of the interesting and inspiring events in next fall's
program of the Christian Churches of almost all communions will be the observance of "Men and Missions
Sunday" on November 15. The date will mark the TwentyFifth Anniversay of the meeting at which the Laymen's
Missionary Movement was launched. This first meeting
was held in the Fifth Avenue Presbyterian Church, New
York City, November 15, 1906. By action of many missionary boards and the hearty concurrence of others, which
promises to lead to action, this day is to be known as "Men
and Missions Sunday."
On this day every minister is being asked to preach on
some phase of the theme of the day. Where the order of
service permits, a layman may be requested to speak on
the same topic, "Men and Missions," for five or ten minutes. Men's Bible classes are also invited to give time to
discuss that theme. Every religious speaker on the air
that day is being requested to call men to renewed interest
in the study ,of missions, at home and abroad.
An interdenominational men's meeting is to be held in
the Fifth Avenue Presbyterian Church in the afternoon at
four o'clock, Eastern Standard Time, and simultaneous
men's meetings in other cities from coast to coast, which
the committee hopes to bind together for at least a portion of the time by the courtesy of one or more of the
broadcasting companies, while they hear some of the
foremost laymen and missionary leaders concerning our
world-wide missionary obligations. These speakers will
engage over 80,000 men gathered in groups throughout the
United States and Canada, in purposeful thinking concerning their relation to the world mission of Christianity,
where there were only eighty men engaged in that consideration twenty-five years ago. According to Lloyd
Thomas, General Manager, KDKA, Pittsburgh, it is easily
conceivable that over eight million men will listen in on
that discussion.
THE MISSIONARY VOICE
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THY WILL BE DONE
Took and Hid in Three Measures of Meal Till It Was All Leavened"
One may think profitably of the possibilities of this
observance and its significance to the spiritual outloo'k of
our American laymen and their more serious assumption
of responsibility for the world mission of Christianity.
The offices of the Movement are at 19 South LaSalle
Street, Chicago, and 419 Fourth Avenue, New York.
YouTH AND INTERNATIONAL FRIENDSHIP

T

O the youth of America and leaders of young people
there comes a great opportunity this summer to help
build bridges of international friendship with the youth of
Europe. A Young People's Tour of Good Will is to be
conducted to France, Switzerland, Germany, England,
which, it is hoped, will be a valuable project in sharing
the best social, educational, and spiritual values these
countries have to offer.
The tour is under the direction of a committee representing denominational and interdenominational agencies
of the Churches of North America. The party will sail
from New York on the S. S. Europa, of the North German
Lloyd Line, 'at midnight, August 7, returning to New York
on the Europa September 10.
The places to be visited include the student youth centers and missionary centers at Geneva, where the party
will also attend the annual Institute of International Relations; Frankfort Theological Seminary in Germany; the
River Rhine; young people's and student groups in Paris;
Versailles; the Shakespeare country; student, young people's, and missionary groups in London. In each country
a national guide will conduct the party and make the most
valuable contacts with leaders and national groups.
Information can be secll!ed by writing to the chairman
of the committee and leader of the tour, Rev. Walter
Getty, 150 Fifth Avenue, New York.
TusKEGEE JUBILEE

T

HE fiftieth anniversary of the founding of Tuskegee
.
Normal and Industrial Institutes by Booker T. Washington was observed in Tuskegee April 10 to 15. Dr. M.
Ashly Jones, whose father was chaplain to Gen. Robert
E. Lee, spoke to a large audience, comprising both Negroes
and whites, his text being "The Carpenter's Son." Dr.
R. R. .M oton is principal of the institute.
The Rev. Ben Brave, a South Dakota Indian, who was
president at Hampton of the Wigwam when Booker T.
Washington was house father, put a wreath on Dr. Washington's tomb.
Other addresses were given by Bishop R. E. Jones of the
Methodist Church, of New Orleans; Mrs. Virginia Adams
Driver, the first graduate of Tuskegee, and Thomas Elsa
Jones, president of Fisk University.
PRESBYTERIANS RETURN TO THE FIELD

T

HE United Presbyterian Foreign Board reports the
success of their "Restoration Fund," which makes it
possible for the Board to send back to the field all of the
twenty missionaries who had been retired from lack of
funds, except those who were unable to return.
JULY 1931
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CHURCHES SUPPORT PEACE PACT

T

HE following resolution has been adopted by the annual meetings of sixteen denominations in Southern
California and also by the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church and by the National Convention of the
Disciples of Christ. Many local congregations are beginning to take action.
"WHEREAS, War looms before the world today as one of
the most serious problems, and
"WHEREAS, The signing of the Kellogg Peace Pact by the
leading nations of the world commits them for the first
time to renunciation of war 'as an instrument of national
policy' in their relations with one another, and
"WHEREAS, The effectiveness of this new policy for the
prevention of war will depend in very large measure upon
the volume of popular sentiment which may .be created in
its favor among the common people of the earth, therefore
"Be It Resolved, That we urgently recommend the appointment of a peace committee in every local church,
whose duty it shall be to foster the peace sentiment of the
congregation by means of literature, lectures, and other
methods, and to cooperate with like committees from other
groups in the interest of world peace."-Federal Council

\j

Bulletin.
THREE DRY GoVERNORS

Pinchot of Pennsylvania:
"On the wet and dry issue my record speaks louder
than any words. It is well known not only that I believe in
obeying and enforcing the Eighteenth Amendment because
it is the law, but that I am a convinced supporter of the
amendment itself. I repeat the declaration made in my
first inaugural-this administration will be dry."
Woodring of Kansas:
"The struggle may be long drawn out, but eventually,
through education, enlightenment, and persistence, the
battle will be won. Possibly, as a result of the contest
which is being waged in the nation for the enforcement of
the Eighteenth Amendment, there has been a slight loss of
ground in the enforcement of the prohibitory law in Kansas in recent years. But this is a passing phase. Kansas
will .go forward with the nation to complete and eventual
success."
Richards of South Carolina:
"The Eighteenth Amendment and the Volstead Act are
wholesome provisions of constitutional and statutory law,
both from an economic and a moral standpoint. They are
no longer experiments. There is abundant evidence that
our country has been greatly benefited by the prohibition
law. What is needed is the sympathetic cooperation of
those who are in authority and a determined effort to
enforce the present law. I regret exceedingly that anyone
holding an official position would advise action that has
for its purpose the weakening of a cause that has proven
itself to be not only of economic value, but clearly in the
interest of humanity."
[353]
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LET ME TELL

You

A GOOD STORY

WOMAN, for fort'y-four ~vears a mrsszo11ary to
Japan, tells simply the story of her own great life, so
illustrati11g agai11 that truth is' stranger than fiction

A

CAME to Japan in 1887 at the call of Dr. W. R. Lam- with the Bible School, and which gave to Lambuth Trainbuth (afterwards Bishop), superintendent of the Japan ing School from the beginning a standing which it would
Mission at that time. When the Rev. C. B. Moseley and · have taken them years to attain without this help.
I, the first recruits to the Japan Mission, arrived in Kobe,
I held the principalship of the school from the begining
we were met at the steamer by two future bishops-our for thirty-three years and resigned when it was voted to
beloved but now sainted Bishops Lambuth and Usaki, add a college department to the school. I felt that the
teacher and pupil. The Japan Mission was scarcely one burden of this should rest on younger shoulders. During
year old, but that was the day when missions were moving that period of thirty-three years as principal, my duties
fast in Japan. The prophecy was
were varied.
In addition to the
that Japan in a few more years
executive work, I was always
would no longer need missionaries.
teacher of English, full time. At
Arriving in Hiroshima one evening,
various times the following fell to
I went to teaching English in the
my lot: Normal classes for Bible
school for women.
teachers, Sunday school teachers,
Our school for women consisted
and kindergartners; visiting in the
of some thirty women, mostly
homes of the pupils; visiting other
wives and daughters of officials and
schools in order to make friends
professional men. As the years
with the educators, as well as to
went on the school developed until
keep in touch with the trend of
it became an institution with all
education in Japan; mothers' meet:.
departments from kindergarten
ings; country work; and a few
through the primary and high
other things.
I have made two tours of inschool and the training class for
kindergartners and primary teachvestigation through Korea, Maners. There were a number of
churia, and Northern China with
the object of bringing about a betChristian activities carried on in
ter understanding among the difconnection with the school, the
ferent peoples of these regions.
principal of which was a number
One of .these tours I made on my
of Sunday schools conducted by the
own responsibility, the second at
pupils of the school.
the request of Bishop Lambuth.
The unique work of our school
Chinese and Korean students
was the kindergarten and the
have always been welcomed in our
training class. Permission to open
Miss Nnnnie B. Gaines, forty.four
Hiroshima Girls' School. Baron
this work was given by the Misyears a missionary in J npan
Saito, Governor General of Korea
sion Board, provided no money
for a number of years, sent a spewas asked for. The work was begun at the very urgent request of the Japane.s e. If I cial messenger to this school to thank us for what we
should lay claim to any special work as of my initiation, it were doing for Korean students. ·This messenger also asmight be the kindergarten, but I do not feel that I can sured the students of the interest of the Governor in their
really lay claim to this; for the first kindergartner in Japan progress.
was a Japanese lady of rank, one of the first graduates of
This is my forty-fourth year, so I suppose I become the
a mission school in Japan, and one who had also received first emeritus missionary in Japan. As the graduates of
training in America. To this noble woman, I feel sure, is the school have settled me in a beautiful home, I suppose
due the honor and the . popularity of our first efforts in there will be little change in my life.
kindergarten. The kindergarten of the Hiroshima Girls'
The years were not without trials, heartaches, and disSchool had a national reputation before the days of "The appointments, but blessings came through times of trial.
Lady of the Decoration." Mrs. McCauley taught here for
I can truly say I am thankful even for the disappointabout five years in the Kindergarten Training Department
ments, for these caused us to seek help from above. For
and laid the scene of her story in this school.
My service through the years was to begin work and the opportunities the Mission Board and the Japanese
hold it until it proved itself possible, and then turn it over people have given me I am truly thankful. For the many
to some one better fitted for that special line of work. One earnest coworkers who gave of their best, often making
of the greatest accomplishments of the Hiroshima Girls' sacrifices in order to serve the school, I thank our HeavenSchool was a successful kindergarten training class under ly Father. This school was beloved of Bishop Lambuth
Miss Cook, which was later moved to Osaka and combined and his noble wife.
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HIGH LIGHTS IN EDUCATION
AND PROMOTION

!I
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HAT THE MEMBERSHIP of the Church is apathetic
on the subject of missions should not be lightly affirmed. . . . Leaders close to the churches, especially
workers in our missionary institutes, uniformly declare
that when they could get to the people and present the
case for missions with the facts, the people were never
more responsive or more genuinely enthusiastic about
the evangelization of the whole world.

T

It would be strange if this were not true, in view of the
serious effort that the Board of Missions has been making
in recent years to educate the people, younger and older,
in the principles and facts of missionary service. . . .

THE MISSIONARY INSTITUTE brings together the
missionary workers of a district.... Probably there were
not a half dozen districts in the connection that did not
hold these institutes this year in the regular period, and
the Secretaries report that these institutes, in the sixth
year, were never better attended or apparently more
stimulating and helpful.
THE CULTIVATION BOOK used has been produced
from the beginning, not by a man outside of our territory, but by one of our own workers, and has sought to
cover the facts of our own missionary work. The book this
year presented the work of other Boards, but there was
no letting down in the interest. . . . It is inconceivable
that the use of 550,000 mission study. books in five years,
covering well-nigh every phase of our missionary work,
should not have left its impress upon the missionary
mind and life of the Church.
.THE CULTIVATION LITERATURE we believe to be
unique in the history of missionary literature-literature
in quantities, put up in attractive form, going automatically
through the pastors into the churches, without cost, fifteen
million pages a year....
THE MISSIONARY VOICE, through a definite policy of
advance, has been improved through one notable feature
after another until, if we are to take the testimony of
authorities outside of our own Church as well as in, it is
a journal of missionary fact and inspiration comparing
favorably with any ....
THE FREEWILL OFFERING, coming at the end of the
cultivation period, has sometimes been criticized as a
hurtful feature. We see no reason in good educational
theory for any such assumption; but, on the contrary, the
freewill element that we have sought sincerely to emphasize has seemed to us to constitute a wholesome stimulation to the whole plan of our cultivation. . . .
THE SPECIALS OFFICE of the Board of Missions has
been operated since the General Conference definitely by
the Department of Education and Promotion, General
Work, on the theory that no principle in education is more
vital than the. principle of the project. It was at first felt
that the Special should be employed as a means of income
separate and apart from every other, but individuals and
JULY 1931

churches had become so attached to the projects they were
carrying that, in the interest of effective cultivation in the
congregations, both for the Board of Missions and other
Boards involved under the new Kingdom Extension plan,
it was finally agreed that the Special should continue to
count in other sources of income....
THE ACTION OF THE GENERAL CONFERENCE undoubtedly greatly improved the outlook for missionary
education in our Church. Not until the General Conference set up between the Board of Missions and the Board
of Christian Education what is known as the Committee on
Cooperation and Counsel were we able to work out in any
satisfactory way the various lines of cooperation. . . .
IN THE PASTORS' SCHOOLS, the Board of Christian
Education directs the school, the Board of Missions supplying the mission section of mission study, courses, and
teachers, and the Board of Christian Education conferring
the certificates.
IN THE STANDARD TRAINING SCHOOLS, the method of cooperation is the same as in the Pastors' Schools....
IN THE LEADERSHIP TRAINING SCHOOLS at Mount
Sequoyah and Lake Junaluska, the schools are directed
independently, but there is a plan of cooperation, in which
the technical mission study courses are offered by the
Board of Christian Education and the inspirational work
in missions, such as platform and promotional features, are
offered by the Board of Missions.
PROBABLY NO FEATURE OF .C O-OPERATION between the two Boards is more interesting or more promising than the system of supply by which the missionary
information, gathered from all our fields abroad and at
home, is systematically fed, fresh and vital, ·into the literature of the Board of Christian Education. This information is gathered by the administrative offices of the Board ·
of Missions and by the Department of Education and
Promotion is organized and mediated as required into the
system of magazine, quarterly, leaflet, and other literature,
going to the Church in the output of the Board of Christian Education through Epworth Leagues and Sunday
schools.
WE HAVE RECENTLY TRIED OUT a plan of visitation into leading churches. For two months the connectional Secretaries placed their service at the disposal of
this Department for Sunday engagements in such churches
as requested the work proposed. . . . The meeting known
as the week-end missionary revival has been' held in
twenty-five or thirty of our leading congregations ·and
seems to open the way into this class of churches for a
definite awakening and advance.
AGAIN, OUR THREE UNIVERSITIES have opened
their doors to our workers. At Duke University and
Southern Methodist institutes have been held, not only
the theological candidates, several hundred in each institute, being reached .... The spirit of interest was probably
never better than we found in these institutes.
[ 355]
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THE MISSIONARY SOCIETY
ADULT PROGRAM FOR AUGUST

Topic for Discussion: New Emphases in Home Missions.
See leaflet and "A Changing World for Indians," page 34,
this issue of the VOICE.
Topic for Worship: Comradeship with the Divine. No
man lmoweth the Father save the Son, and he to whomsoever the Son will reveal him. Matthew 11: 27. Read also
John 15: 14-17; 14: 20.
SUGGESTIONS TO THE LEADER

In preparation. If you have at hand the March number
of the MissiONARY VorcE, reread the worship suggestions,
page 46, thereby recalling (1) how naturally Jesus sought
the companionship of his Father for strength and received
vitality after a busy day. (Mark 1: 21-35.) (2) Again
as he faces a crisis in his ministry, it is to his Father he
goes, praying all through the long night watches that
wisdom may be his in the selection of the men who are to
aid him in the setting up of the Kingdom. (Luke 6: 12.)
(3) In the moment of discouragement because of the
almost overwhelming onslaught of his enemies, he seeks
again on the mount of transfiguration the solace of his
Father's companionship, and walks once again the straight,
narrow pathway of suffering that leads to death. ( 4) In
Gethsemane, in the moment of anguish, betrayed by
friends, misunderstood, forsaken, his cry is still, "My
Father!" (5) On the cross-a moment of darlmess, blacker
than physical darlmess caused by the earthquake, sweeps
over his spirit, and in agony he slips into the bottomless
pit of suffering because for a moment he loses sight of the
Father's face, something that had never before entered his
experience. "My God, my God (not Father, we notice),
why hast thou forsaken me?" (6) But this is only for a
moment, for the cloud passes quickly, the agony is succeeded by calm and poise and trust, and we hear him say
aga!n the loved name, "Father, into thy hands I commend
my spirit."
Read these passages, dwell c:m them until something of
the spiritual bond between Jesus and his Father is realized.
We need a new Church which will rid itself of unbelief, compromise, and stagnation, and once again be
prepared to venture all for Christ. In particular we need
a reborn Methodism which will "remember whence it has
fallen and repent and do its first works." . .. To tackle work
we cannot do we need resources we have not got. The failure
of the past two generations, which reached its culmination
in the war, has been due to the fact that in the gospel of
Jesus Christ there arc truths we have not learned, forces
of which we have not laid hold, inspirations which we
have not found. By a new Quest we must seek to make
these things our own . . . . The Quest is the seeking of a
full, satisfying, and transforming experience of God in
Christ. This experience is both an end in itself and a
means to an end. The privilege of the child of God is to
lmow the Father.... And the experience is also a means
to an end: it is only by knowing God that we can lay the
stamp of God upon the age: it is only by enjoying the
resources of God that we can make the world what God
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means it to be.... On what lines must it be undertaken?
By prayer in its widest sense; and, in using prayer for
the soul's approach to God, we may distinguish three
things . . . .
There is need of a new repentance. We need to repent
for our carelessness and apathy, for the thoughtless way
in which we have accepted sacred trusts, for our barren
perseverance and vain acquiescence; we need to repent
because we have not taken the situation to heart, and
stirred up ourselves to lay hold of God," because in times
of difficulty we have asked, "What can we do?" when the
vital question was, ''What can God do through us?" . . .
By a new repentance we must break with what is weak
and sinful in our past. It is only such a change of mind
that will open the way for the coming of the Spirit of
Christ. . . .
Secondly, we need a new ex-pectancy. Expectancy lies
at the very heart of what the New Testament calls faith.
We have not expected God to do big things, and he has
not been able to do them.. . . Because we have not expected him, we have not enjoyed his presence. He yearned
to come but could not, and we have been left with the
dispiriting feeling that we were up against a situation for
which we were not big enough.
Thirdly, we must practice a new corporate waiting upon
God. With this object small groups must be started in as
many places as possible. Some must be connected with a
larger area, and others should be started in connection
with local churches. For the group there is a deep educational as well as a spiritual necessity.
-From The Quest, by Harley Boyns and Arundel
Chapman.

Before the Group. (1) Talk for a few moments very simply on the beautiful relation between Jesus and his Father,
points you may have gleaned from your preparation, using
suggestions given above. (2) Read this lovely poem by
Margaret Burton:
The Lord is my Father.
I shall not perish.
He maketh me live in the sense of his presence,
He leadeth me in the ways of life unending,
His love abideth forever.
He tcacheth my heart to love others,
And his lesso~ arc not for the day, but forever.
He hath bidden me to be perfect,
Therefore hath He set eternity in my heart.
He hath called me to work in His kingdom,
His kingdom that hath no end.
Yes, when I walk through the valley of the shadow of death
I will fear no evil,
For he will be with me; his love and his strength will preserve me;
His arms everlasting sustain me.
My Fnther's home is before me,
And joy that faileth never.
Surely I shall live nnd work with those I love in the house
of many mansions,
And I shall be snfe in the heart of my God forever.
-Used by permission of the National Board of the
Young Women's Christian Associations of tlte United
States of America.
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PERSONALS
THE LATE Dr. W. B. Russell, former
superintendent of Changchow Hospital,
Changchow, China, who laid down his
life at his post of duty, is being honored
among the Chinese and foreigners of
the city in the raising of a memorial
fund, which will go to the hospital for
charity purposes.
REV. CHARLES ASSAF, missionary
among the Syrians of Mississippi,
has in the congregations under his direction all kinds of people-Syrians,
those of Syrian descent, Greeks, Italians,
Germans, Mohammedans, Roman Catholics, Chinese, Jews, and Americans.
He says: "We have given them the Bible
for every home, both in the English and
the languages of the peoples represented." During the eight years in which
Mr. Assaf has been working among these
people, 1,811 new members have been
added to the churches, 17 churches and
14 Sunday schools have been organized
or reorganized, 15 missionary societies
organized, and four licensed to preach.
WAUNG TA-TA, mother-in-law of
Gen. Niu Toh Sung, former civil
governor in the Sungkiang District and
probably the oldest member in Shanghai and the first woman in our Church
licensed to preach, spoke at one of the
services connected with the opening of
work at Minghong on Friday, Saturday,
and Sunday, February 27, 28, and March
1, 1931. Minghong is a large, progressive
town halfway between Sungkiang and
Shanghai on the river.
MRS. Q. J. ROWLEY died on March
27, 1931, in Los Angeles, Calif. She
was a prominent social and mission
worker, having served in many positions
of responsibility. She was president of
the Los Angeles Woman's Missionary
Conference for five years and was active
in church and Sunday school work. Her
leadership was singularly successful.

THE VOICE is deeply distressed to record the death, at Fayette, Mo., on
May 6, of Mrs. Annie Mae Galbreath
Ruff, wife of President R. H. Ruff of
Central College in that city. Mrs. Ruff
was connected with the Board of Missions for several years, having been associated with Dr. Russell, Dr. Goddard,
and Dr. Perry, and it is the universal
testimony among us that no worker in
these offices was more popular or more
deservedly so. From Dr. Perry's office
she went to Southern Methodist University to continue her studies and do
JULY 1931

part-time work as Dean Kern's secretary. She later finished her work for
the Master of Arts in Peabody College.
The funeral, held in West Nashville
Church, with which her girlhood had
been connected, was conducted by Bishop Paul B. Kern, the pastor, Rev. N.
Burch Tucker, and Dr. J. W. Perry; and
interment was made in beautiful Woodlawn Cemetery.

the funeral, bore the beautiful tribute
that Martha was "one of just a few at
the top and choicest of the choice." Dr.
Stowe was for years connected with the
Mission Board, and the VorcE joins its
sympathy with multitudes of friends of
the family that deeply sympathize.

THE FRIENDS

A GROUP of prominent women recent-

THE

of Dr. and Mrs. J .. J.
Stowe were greatly saddened by press
dispatches announcing the death, on
May 10, at Camden, Ark., of their daughter, Martha. Miss Stowe, who graduated from Hendrix in June of 1930 and
was teaching in Malvern, Ark., while
visiting her home on Mother's Day, with
a girl friend took an aeroplane ride. In
the crash of the plane her friend was
instantly killed, and while she lived
twenty-four hours, never regained consciousness. She had made a splendid
record at Hendrix College, being voted
the most beautiful girl in school, was
active, and a leader in social and religious work, and President Reynolds, at

Annuity
~~Bonds~~
11Your gift in the form of an annuity will purchase an income that
will not shrink.
11 Annuity bonds of the Board of
Missions represent an investment
of the highest type-the work of
the Kingdom.
11 The annuity bonds of the Board
of Missions will be issued in exchange for cash, bonds, stocks, and
partial cash payments.
11 When writing for information
please give your age. THIS IS IMPORTANT!

For Further Particulars, Write

]. F. RAWLS, Treasurer
General Work, Board of Missions
M. E. Church, South
Box 510
NASHVILLE
TENNESSEE

PROTECTION
AGAINST OLD AGE

\'VoRLD

IN A WoRD

ly gathered in Washington under the
presidency of Mrs. Henry W. Peabody
declared that the opponents of prohibition "while voicing their approval of
an educational campaign and training
for temperance have prevented the dissemination of educational material by
blocking appropripations for that purpose." 11 Dr. Frank C. Laubach, missionary to the Philippines, has invented an
alphabet for the Moros that can be
learned in fifteen minutes and that bids
fair to revolutionize the intellectual life
of that people and to raise them from
the stage of illiteracy. 11 A vigorous offensive against crime and lawlessness
in the United States has been launched
by the National Prosecuting Attorneys
Association. The central clearing house
will be in Washington, D. C. 11 At an
exhibition of the oldest forms of printing, held at Columbia University, there
was shown block printing done in Japan
about five hundred years before block
printing was produced in Europe.
11 Nearly fifty per cent of the 2,250,000
students in the educational institutions
of Czechoslovakia are women and girls.
In the universities they constitute ten
per cent of the students, in the technical schools forty per cent, and in the
schools of applied arts more than fifty
per cent. 11 A World Conference on
Christian Stewardship was held in Edinburgh, June 22 to 26. Delegates from
the British Isles, Europe, and North
America were in attendance. 11 A new
"children's crusade" has been planned
for this summer-this one in the interest of world friendship. At a total cost
of less than forty dollars each, 350 school
children from Edinburgh are to make a
sixteen-day visit to Germany. 11 A campaign to plant 200,000 trees along roadsides and in school yards is being
planned by the New Hampshire Forestry
Commission, according to the Division of
Information and Publication of the
United States George Washington Bicentennial Commission. This is part of a
national movement to establish a living
memorial to George Washington in
commemoration of tlte 200th anniversary of his birth.
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CAN You ANSWER?
1. What were the evidences which
proved that Mr. Osborne's reforms in
Sing Sing were beneficial in the extreme? See article, page 16.
2. What percentage of those confined
in the penitentiary at Jefferson City,
Mo., were found not to be hardened
criminals? See article, page 18.
3. Groups of German students raised
funds for a memorial to the men of Ger-

many who died in the World War. What
change did they make later in their plans?
See article, page 20.
4. What were the rules of the motion
picture house in which the college graduate found employment? See article,
page22.
5. Why are Indians leaving the old
reservations? See article, page 34.
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JusT MISSIONARIES
(Continued from page 9)
where the glad tidings of salvation. whether in a Japanese cottage or an
"They walk about their ordinary tasks American mansion. The "still sad music
of life without knowing that their faces of humanity" has its refrain in every
shine, but they are in the true apostolic land. And these heralds of the larger
succession, and they live in the demon- truth bind our hearts to other hearts
stration of the Spirit and power."
across the sea, always interpret one of
Whenever a true Christian faces life, us to the other, and lead each to see
he faces the whole of life. The love of the good in his neighbor. They are the
Christ breaks down racial barriers and peacemakers, the builders of kingdoms
links us to all humanity. The mission- of friendship and interracial understandary has learned that God is no respecter ing.
of persons. His very work makes him
These are the men and women called
a member of the family of mankind. to be missionaries. They- are our repreHe learns to love men and women for sentatives to other lands and other cultheir inherent worth, regardless of the · tures. They stand for a Christian world
color of their skin or the sound of their that is to cpme, and because they belanguage. They are the true -interna- lieve that it will come when men do the
tionalists, loving their country because will of God, they have chosen to invest
they respect the right of the other man their all in the glorious enterprise. We
to love his with equal fervor. These should not only be proud of them, but
messengers of the cross soon discover we should constantly ask ourselves
the essential oneness of the human fam- whether we are worthy of these daring
ily. Childhood speaks a universal lan- adventurers, followers of Christ who folguage. Motherhood is always glorious, low the Gleam wheresoever it may lead.
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A WAY OF WoRLD FRIENDSHIP
(Continued from page 21)
any part of the world in the future.
At that conference the German students told us something that was even
more wonderful than that. For a long
time they had been raising money in
Germany for a war memorial, expecting to erect a big monument to the men
of Germany who had died in the World
War. That summer the students had
reconsidered and had decided that there
was a better use for their money than
that. They voted unanimously that instead of erecting a monument in Germany they would use their war memorial money to send German students into
the rest of the world to help them to
understand the rest of the world and to
bring foreign students into Germany to
help them to understand the point of
view of young Germany. There the
German Student Exchange was born.
Through this exchange and by many
other paths, foreign women students are
coming to us each year to learn from
us that which we have to offer and to
46
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return to their own countries to interpret for good or for bad that which they
have learned.
One student from Switzerland wanted
to prepare other European students for
that which they might find here, and in
a general letter addressed to European
students she said this:
•
"Welcome to you and good luck an.d
good cheer! You will need both, coming over to join the foreign students in
the United States of America. I am only
suggesting, and my suggestions are
founded on talks I had with many European students. I cannot possibly judge
what you want to bring to America and
what you want to find here, but I can
give you a general idea of what will be
helpful to you.
"For your heart . . You may have
friends here; you will certainly get acquainted with many interesting and
charming people (Americans are so hospitable); you may become one of a large
group of happy girls in care-free school
life, and still I am convinced that hours

[

N some hotels you start
dispensingchangefrom
the time you enter the
hotel until you leave. At
The Dodge in Washington
you cannot tip the bellboy for carrying your
bags, the hat girl for
checking your wraps, the
doorman for securing a
cab, the waitress for serving your food, the chambermaid for tidying your
room, the 'phone operatorfor handling your calls,
the newsstand clerk for
getting your favorite
paper. You cannot buy
service at the Dodge; it
is free.
Discriminating men and
women like The Dodge for
its convenient, park-like
location near the Capitol;
for its cheery, comfortable rooms; for its good
food, and best of all for
its kindly tipless service.
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of great loneliness, discouragement, and
even despair await you here. I know
that you do not fear them; the mere fact
that you consider going so far away
from home, alone, shows you as a strong,
courageous nature, whose strength grows
with the need of it, and who can well
face the battle of life. But even so,
bring your love and affections along
with you. Take a few books which you
like best; they are such good friends at
any time. Be sure you make arrangements with your family and friends to
write regularly; you will be looking forward to their letters, and they will
brighten many a dark hour. Get some
addresses of people of your own tongue.
This does not mean that you must go
there, but just the fact that there would
be such a place is a great relief at

times. Be sure you have some one to
get you from the boat!
"For your mind. Before you prepare
your mind for the new things to come,
empty it out of prejudice. You want
to come here to study American life and
customs, so 'Do in Rome as Romans do!'
Give the new life a fair chance before
you judge. American people strike you
as charmingly superficial at first, and
after the newness has wom off you miss
the depth. How many Europeans have
told me so! This is the time to be patient, and to dig, dig untiringly, and an
abundance of fine and worth-while
characteristics will come to light which
you never suspected before. It is regrettable how few foreigners ever get
to know Americans at their best. I
would so want you to reach that point."

WEsTWARD

Ho!

(Continued from page 35)
Hicks, constitutes a real home. Owing
to reports current concerning co.!Jege students and their aversion to restrictions,
it was a gratifying surprise to find in
this hall such outstanding young women
living so happily under certain Methodist restrictions. This is another assurance that love and friendship will work.
And the Glide Memorial! What shall
we say of it? Of course, it deserves a
whole article, but we can mention only

IN

the wonderful auditorium, which was
well filled, even on Sunday evening.
Its construction and its lighting contribute in the fullest to the spirit of worship. The music was beautiful, and the
sermon by the assistant pastor strictly
evangelistic. The impression carried
away was one of deep satisfaction concerning the possibilities of Glide Memorial as a great factor in the religious life
of a great city.

AWay to Make Missionary Money
I have invented a set or arithmetic gnmesfor the
purpose of drilling my own little girl in the nd·
dition, subtraction, multiplication, and division
tabll'9. I have found these games so successful

b~~ ~~~u~~i~n~d~rbrh~h~ceh~rr~ih~~n~~th11c';:

who nlsowant to help their children to be expert

:clt
t~~~kgi~~f~r~~~b~n!Ato~Yh~rer:i:~~~n~
society, she will be allowed a 40% profit. The
games sell Cor 50 cents each.
MRS. DORA OTIS MITCHELL,
Hopkins 1 Missouri

DAISY
FLY KILLER
Placed anywhe re, DAISY FLY KILLER attracts nnd
kills nll flies. Neat, clean. ornamental, convenient and
cheap, L:l.sts alleen·
son. Made of m etal,
c=.:~n't apill or tip over;
will not soil or Injure
nnything.
Guaranteed.
Insist upon DAISY FLY
KILLER from your den.Jer.

HAROLD SOMERS, BROOKLYN, N. Y,

Methodist Benevolent
Association
OJ Vita/Interest to All Southern Methodut•
Insurance ns good tLS the best for all !rom
ages 1 to 60, including whole/nmDieo-t>ar·
ents and children. Insurnnc:ewhlch provtdea
homes, comforts, and 1upport for widows,

0

.ft~~=·a~~~d~~~:t':e~d assets over 100%
o/legnl reoerve required.
Local medic:al examination not required,
hut questionnaire used instead.
lf full Information I• desired, write to-day to

J. H. Shumaker, General Secretary
808 Broadway, Nnsbvllle, Tennessee

THE WoRK-A-DAY WoRLD
(Continued from page 22)

over and over again the same old thing.
She too was cross and ill-humored, and
didn't care whether she said "Thank
you" or not.
One of the girls, who was usually very
sweet, expressed what she was thinking
one Sunday night. The patrons were
standing in every available place, and
the girls had been working since twelve
o'clock, when this girl exclaimed, "I'd
like to choke these devils." Sunday-a
day of worship, and it must be found
walking a theater aisle-watching Buck
Jones shoot all of the villains in the
play-trying to please people who are
rushing madly in a search for happiness.
But one ·day she went to turn in the
suit she had been wearing. She was
leaving. She felt that she was running
away from something, that she should
stay. She was standing across the street;
it wasn't fair for her to leave Bessie
and Mary and Janie there. She looked
down, and she was standing by an old
palsy-stricken beggar; it seemed that
every one was maimed and begging in
the city. There were none but broken
homes: the Negro maid didn't love her
husband; Bessie's mother and father
were separated, and her stepfather hated
her. The old lady in the dress factory
JULY 1931

was dying with tuberculosis, and yet
she coUld leave, and was leaving. There
wasn't anything she could do, so she
might as well escape.
But she didn;t escape. All one night
on the train she thought about all of
the experiences of the summer, and the
question came again and again to her,
"What are you going to do about it?"
Morning brought only a fresh memory
of the horror of it all when she saw the
factories of another city from the train
window. She remembered the night she
had stood before a group and said: "One
may be what he wills to be"-she-to
have said that. She felt like a hypocrite,
one who had butchered words. And
then she realized more keenly than ever
before that she had been building her
religious faith on a certain limited experience-an experience where love and
friendship had been very real. And yet
the friendship with the old lady in the
factory was equally as real as any of
her college friendships, so she knew
that the reality of love and beauty and
friendship could come to her again only
as she tried to make this love practicable in human relationships in every walk
of life. It isn't enough to speak glibly
of peace and world brotherhood.

GIRlS "\VHO

MADE GOOD
WIN I FRED .2> FRANCES
KIRKLAND

Fifteen stories or Roso Donheur. Florence Nigh tin·
gale, Maude Royd en. Lody Astor. J•nc Add>ms, Mad·
amc Curle, and olhers who bJ.ve won distinction.

BOYS WHO
MADEt;OOD
ARCHER WALLACE
Docs your hoy want to be a l~dcr7 Let him read
these stories of the ri'o or Henry Ford, Joseph Pulitzer,
John Wanamaker, Cecil Hbodcs, George Rutman, and

ten others.

$1
Richard R. Smith, Inc.
12 East 41st St.

NEW YORK
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A TRuE LovE SToRY
(Continued from page 38)
to eighteen hundred dollars, which
formed a nucleus for the school, which
was established in 1900 in Havana,
Cuba, and afterwards moved to Cienfuegos.
Because of Mrs. Dora Bowman's untiring efforts and interest in this project,
it was deemed entirely proper that she
be given the privilege of naming this
new school. She lovingly christened it
"The Eliza Bowman School."
Some years afterwards, Mrs. Bowman,
with her daughter, Mrs. J. R. Adams
(Fannie May Bowman), visited the
Eliza Bowman School. She found there
a wide field for Christian service, but
was grieved at the inadequacy of the
equipment and the condition of the
buildings, although the superintendent,
Miss Frances B. Moling, was doing marvelously well, handicapped though she
was. The writer fancies there was great
rejoicing when the news got to these
two sisters-in-love, Dora and Eliza
Bowman (and who can say they do not
know?), in the heavenly home, when the
Week of Prayer offering last fall was
shared with this school they loved so
dearly.
But this institution is not the only
monument to Mrs. Dora Bowman. During her years of service as president of
the North Texas Woman's Foreign Missionary Society, four ·young womenNorwood Wynn, Ruby Kendrick, May
Spivey, and May Dye-volunteered for
life service as missionaries. Ruby Kendrick and May Dye were Plano girls and

were reared in the atmosphere of Mrs.
Bowman's home, the latter being a niece
of Mrs. Bowman.
During the early days of mission work
in Mexico, Mrs. Bowman wrote to one of
the schools there and asked for the privilege of helping some of the children.
When replying to that letter they sent
a picture of some little boys who were
students, and one of those little boys was
Andres Osuna. He was not a scholarship boy, but the money she sent from
year to year helped to carry on the
school that influenced his life. Norwood
Wynn took Rebecca Tejada from Mexico to Texas to enter her in one of the
State schools, but, in the summer preceding the opening of the fall term,
they went for a little visit to the home
of Mrs. Bowman. The family fell in love
with Rebecca and invited her to spend
the school year with them. During that
year, she studied piano and voice; she
is a talented musician. From the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Bowman she went to
Scarritt College, Mrs. Bowman having
secured a scholarship for her. She returned to Mexico and taught in the
school in Guadalajara. Later she married
Senor Andres Osuna, who is now one of
the most influential citizens of Mexico.
The Christian women of Texas revere
the name of Dora Bowman and wish they
had more Dora Bowmans to lead them
on in other fields of endeavor. The world
has been made better by having as its
guest this dear, gentle, unassuming
woman.

AN ADVENTURE IN HoME MissioNs

Byron Tipton. On the second floor are
located the offices of the pastor, the Rev.
J. C. McPheeters, the resident bishop,
Arthur J. Moore, and the Pacific Methodist Advocate. There are large, beautiful rooms for choir practice, League
business meetings, and social meetings
on this floor and also rooms for working men. On the third and fourth floors
there are community kitchens with individual lockers, electric stoves, frigidaire, and every modern convenience to
help working people keep down the cost
of living. Of course all these rooms are
well furnished, and they are so attractive and so reasonable that they were
filled immediately, and there is a long
waiting list. On the fifth and sixth
floors there are ten two-room apartments for women, and now there is
something on these two floors which
makes this building the most unique
building in the world; for one roof covers the episcopal residence, the district
parsonage, and two charge parsonages,
the pastor and the associate pastor.
These are all large apartments, running
from three to six rooms, up to date,
with every convenience, and furnished
tastily-you might say luxuriously.
These men and their families deserve
good treatment, for they are all working
hard and blazing the way in a venture
which is destined to become historic.
One of the most unique and attractive
things about the church is the tower,
which rises 150 feet, right at the corner
of Taylor and Ellis. At the top there
is a revolving, four-way cross, eight feet
high, illuminated by white Neon lights,
and turning four times a minute. Under
the cross is a large crown, and under
the crown is a lantern seven feet high
and three and a half feet in diameter.
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(Continued from page 11)
750 on the main floor and 300 in the
beautiful curved balcony. The floor is
richly carpeted, and there are oak pews
of beautiful design, and handsome chaneel and pulpit furniture. Back of the
pulpit is the choir loft, and here one of
the finest organs in San Francisco, costing $15,000, is played by one of the
city's most talented organists.
Best of all, the pastor, the Rev. Julian
C. McPheeters, one of our finest and
most consecrated young men, preaches to
large congregations, running from six to
seven hundred at each service. Before
this church was built, if you got a hundred people in San Francisco to come
out to an ordinary service in our church,
you began to believe that possibly some
folks were right, and this was a sign
that the world was coming to an end.
And I am right in saying that a benutiful church will attract apartment house
dwellers, for since opening the church
i>n January 11, Brother McPheeters has
received up to this writing, March 31,
[ 360]

one hundred new members.
Under the church on the Taylor Street
side the ground floor is occupied. by
Lamar & Whitmore, W. H. Hunter, Manager, who have really the space of three
stores. Then there is a florist and a
circulating library. Back of these, and
really under the church auditorium, is
the Evangelistic Hall, where meetings are
held every night in the week except
Sunday.
The hotel-apartment building faces Ellis Street, is 50 by 137 feet, and rises six
stories above the street. In the basement are located a large recreation room,
kitchen, banquet room, and storeroom;·
on the first floor there are a restaurant,
lounge room, lobby, and Sunday school
departments. There are also the offices
for the presiding elder, Dr. W. J. Sims,
who is President of the Glide Foundation and has charge of the building; the
office of the associate pastor, Rev. Walter
E. Tipton; the financial secretary, Mr.
J. W. Cotton; and the church secretary,

CHICAGO, April 21, 1931.
Rev. E. H. Rawlings,
Editor, the MISSIONARY VOICE,
Nashville, Tenn.
Dear Sir:
We have several Upright Pianos and
One Baby Grand Piano which are scattered throughout the South and which
we will sell at very low prices and on
easy terms.
If you will insert this in the MISSIONARY VOicE, it may meet the eye of some
one ·who wants a sweet-toned Williams
piano and who could buy it at the price
and terms we will offer. We will be glad to
send illustrations, descriptions, and prices
to anyone who will mention this letter,
and without obligation to them.
Please insert this letter in the next
issue of the MISSIONARY VOICE.
Yours very truly,
H. B. WILLIAII!S, President,
WILLIAMS PIANO & ORGAN CO.
Dept. UGM, 203 North Wabash Ave.,
Chicago, Dl.
THE MISSIONARY VOICE
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This cross, illuminated at night, shin- deaconess; Miss Clara Hodgson, deaing above the traffic of the streets, pierc- coness; Miss Elizabeth Olmstead, welfare
ing the fleecy San Francisco fogs, is a worker; Miss Elizabeth Rogers, welfare
light that cannot be hid. The old-time worker; Mrs. C. S. Woodworth, house
lighthouses sent out their friendly rays manager; Byron I. Tipton, church secnot only to warn the mariner, but to retary.
cheer him; and the burning cross above
The Pacific Annual Conference will be
the city streets calls the wanderer back held in this building, . and it will be into God. Under the cross in the tower are teresting to readers of the VorcE to know
tubular chimes, which cost $10,000, can that the Oriental Mission Conference
be played automatically, or from the · will also be held here this year. Really,
console of the organ; and every day at this building has helped to inspire our
noon and before every church service the Oriental brethren. They are proud of
old gospel hymns float out over the it, our Korean and Japanese brethren,
noise of the city streets and can be heard and we arc proud of them and of the
blocks away. This is now known as work that is being done by that splen"The Church of the Chimes," and this did superintendent, ·the Rev. W. A.
beautiful building with a mission and in Davis. We have a Korean church in
earnest about Christ and his gospel is San Francisco, a Japanese church in
attracting wide notice, not only in the Alameda, a Japanese church in Oakland,
and a Korean church in Oakland which
city, but throughout the State.
Mrs. Glide is a very modest woman, has one hundred per cent attendance of
and doesn't like publicity, or I might be its membership at every service. Practempted to say something of the mar- tically every Korean in Oakland and
velous consecration she has shown Berkeley goes to that church. There are
through the years, and I might tell of 2,000 Koreans in California, and we have
her sweet, spiritual, sacrificial life. all the Korean work in that State, with
When Mrs. Glide began to think about the exception of two Presbyterian churchdoing something more for San Francisco, es, one in Dinuba and one in Los Angeles.
she sought the advice of Dr. W. J. Sims, There are 125,000 Japanese in Califorand too much credit cannot be given him nia, of whom 50,000 are native born.
for the successful completion of the The old folks are confirmed Buddhists
work.
for the most part, but the children are
For purposes of a united program of favorably disposed to Christianity. Our
work Wesley Church, the Rev. D. Avery work is growing among the Japanese.
Hoover, pastor, and the Mary Elizabeth The membership in the Korean and JapaInn are coordinated with the Glide Foun- nese churches immediately around San
dation. The pastoral staff is as follows:
Francisco numbers 300. The Oriental
Julian C. McPheeters, pastor, Walter E. Mission Conference will receive a hearty
Tipton, associate pastor; D. Avery welcome in the Glide Church, for this
Hoover, associate pastor; Miss Ethel church is rapidly becoming for all our
Jackson, deaconess; Miss Glen Moore, work on the Coast headquarters.

THE TRANSFORMATION
(Continued from page 15)
never came to Sunday school. In fact,
the Sunday school in that church was a
dying concern. If ·he had an Epworth
League, he never went about it. His
calls upon his people were few. He always shone like a heavenly star at club
banquets, with his after-dinner speeches.
He could address the Woman's Club and
the Shakespearian Club with the rare
gift of a literary architect.
Greatheart could not get out of his
memory the sight of the consecration
service at Assembly. He had heard one
of the younger ministers making the Life
Service Call, and caught these words:
"To my brother pastors in this tabernacle, let me ask you this questiondon't think me too personal, for I'm sincere in my motives-how many ministers
or missionaries has your church turned
out within the last five, ten, or twentyfive years? Consult the records and see
for yourself. The facts will astound
you."
JULY 1931

Then the Life Service Secretary made
the call, and when Dr. Greatheart witnessed the consecration of Genevieve
Varney he was at first shocked and later
convicted of his own neglect. He was
almost dumbfounded to see clearly before
his eyes, in the freshness of that morning, dozens of youths from over the
bounds of his Conference; and, above
all, Genevieve Varney, taking that impressive but Christian step. The sight
of that closing service shot a dagger
through his heart. He could only ask
himself: "Have I done anything to assist any youth of my church in making
such a consecration?"
The most searching week which Lovick Greatheart ever spent in his study
was yet to come. It was the week in
which he examined his soul; in which
he reexamined his own consecration; in
which his failures came into bold review.
He acknowledged to himself that he had
not shown a sufficient interest in youth,

in the consecration of youth, and in
the problems of Christian service. He
endeavored to construct his sermon for
the following Sunday, but his efforts
were futile. The scene of the consecration of Genevieve Varney and her chums
was present in his mind too vividly for
him to bury himself in the dusty environment of a Scriptural text. What would he
do for a sermon for next Sunday morning? He asked: "How many life service recruits for the ministry, or the mission field, have been sent out by this
church, or have volunteered under my
ministry?" Lovick Greatheart suddenly found himself upon his knees!
It was in such a mood as this that the
ministerial heart and mind of the pastor
of old First Church was reborn. · It
was there that he made anew his consecration to the ministry. He promised
his God that he would not be contented to
go on in the former easy paths-paths of
least resistance-but that he would give
his life more fully to the cause of worldwide redemption, and this strength and
effort would find its power in his consecration to the work of securing young
men and young women of his pastorates
as life service recruits for tasks which
the Master Workman might have for
them to do. With this personal consecration he arose. His hand fell upon
the Bible, and these words presented
themselves in rank boldness: "What is
that in thine hand?" With the presentation of these words his next Sunday
morning's sermon was born.
After this experience the minister's
soul glowed with renewed joy. It
bloomed into a new appreciation of the
worth and value of youth. It seemed
that next Sabbath morning would never
come; the morning in which he was to
deliver his soul. Sabbath came. As the
chimes from the stately tower of his
stone church pealed out their invitation to divine services, they seemed to
invite the minister to come anew into
the honor and Christian dignity of his
pulpit.
Yonder in her room, in her comfortable home, was one of the communicants of his church. Downstairs were
her father and mother, about ready to
announce, "Church time, Genevieve; let's
be going." Neither of the three knew
what had been planned for that first
Sabbath morning after the closing of
League Assembly. All week long she
had kept the secret of her consecration
from her parents-1\t least she thought
that she had. The pastor had kept the
scene in the secrecy of his o\vn mind
and privacy of his own soul. Genevieve
said to herself as she tripped down the
winding, carpeted stairway of her home,
"Well, you never know what's going to
happen at any church service."
As usual, the congregation of the
morning hour filled the spacious audi[ 361 ]
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torium. The vested choir had been
seated, nnd the tower chimes were playing the sacred notes of "Where He Leads
Me I Will Follow." This selection was
by special request of the pastor. Dr.
Lovick Grcathcart ascended the pulpit
stairs. When he rose from his knees
after his silent pulpit prayer, Mrs. Varney remarked to her husband: "Dear,
our pastor looks a bit different this
morning. At once he looks worried, and
then a glow passes over his face which
is almost heavenly." His pulpit prayer
drew the people a bit closer to God than
did his usual words of supplication and
adoration. No one's heart was more expectant than that of the recently consecrated heart of Genevieve Varney, as
she ·sat in the choir, looking like a "pic-

ture of perfection" in her grnceful vestments, singing in clear soprano notes the
leading part.
In · deep, resonant, · electric tones, the
voice of Dr. Greatheart pealed forth:
"The subject of our morning's message
is 'More Stately Mansions.' The words
of the text are the words of God to
Moses, 'What is that in thine hand?'"
Many of his greatest admirers thought
that the theme announced was so charncteristically selected and polished. He
began by quoting the challenging words
of Oliver Wendell Homes:
"Build thee more stately mansions, 0
my soul,
As the swift seasons roll!"
TO BE CONTINUED

A MESSAGE FROM THE METHODIST CHURCH
OF BRAZIL
(Continued from page 13)
and colleges are elevating the moral and
intellectual standards of our young sons
and daughters. Rejoice with us, for this
is your work in the Lord!
When, on Sundays, we kneel in our
temples to worship our God we remember you, who are also on your knees, in
the blessed communion of the saints, and
our prayers ascend with yours to the
throne of our common Father.
May he give you a great victory in
your struggles against sin and worldliness and every evil, for we know where
sin ~bounds grace does more abound,
but also where grace greatly abounds
the enemy multiplies his temptations.

AMONG THE
HINDUISM INVADES AMERICA. By
Wendell Thomas. The Beacon Press.
Price, $3.00.
The book, Hinduism Invades America, is one of more than ordinary interest. Dr. Thomas has gone very carefully into the subject, has a very interesting story to tell, and tells it in a
very attractive way. It is difficult to
realize, until one has read such a book,
that Hinduism has penetrated so deeply
into our American life, and it will be a
revelation to many to know how many
organizations there are throughout the
United States and the number of prominent people, including many clergymen,
who are related in some way Or other to
one of the cults of Hinduism. The first
evidence was made by the Congress of
Religion in Chicago during the World's
Fair of 1893. Many missionaries have
come since that time; before that penetration had been indirectly. The author
shows quite conclusively how Emerson
was greatly affected by Hindu teaching,
also Mary Baker Eddy, of course; and
many of the leaders of New Thought.
What the effect will be · on American
life, authorities do not undertake to pre50
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But the Lord will always open a door by
which we will be able to bear witness
to the truth that is in Christ Jesus, according to his gospel.
Brethren, pray for us.
And may the God of all consolation
sanctify your hearts and ours; and we,
whom, without knowing, you love, and
whom we love, without knowing you,
may the Great Father glorify us together, in the hope that one day, in his
presence and of the Son and of the Holy
Ghost, we may know each other, and together praise him forever and forever.
Amen!

N:Ew BooKs
diet. He only shows that it is making
some changes already. J. W. PERRY.
HUMAN NEEDS AND WORLD
CHRISTIANITY. By Francis John McConnell.
Friendship Press.
Price:
cloth, $1.50; paper, 75 cents.
Bishop McConnell was elected a bishop of the Methodist Episcopal Church in
1912. He has had unusual opportunities
to study the life and work of the Christian Churches in other lands, as well as
in America, and knows whereof he
speaks. He has been a member of various Commissions and Conferences, and
at the Jerusalem Meeting in 1928 he
served as chairman of the group reporting on the ·christian Mission in Relation
to Industrial Problems in Asia and Africa. In 1928, he was made bishop of
his Church in New York City, and in the
same year became president of the Federal Council of Churches.
In this book, Bishop McConnell gives a
fresh interpretation of the world missions of Christianity, seeing the younger
churches of the Orient and Africa and
the older churche·s of the West as partners in a common task. The human

needs for which Christianity must find a
solution he sees as "better health, more
wealth, sounder knowledge, larger freedom, and closer fellowship," and he
thinks that the full vision of God will
come "when the world has become ready
for it through attainment of world
brotherhood."
In his Introduction, the Bishop says:
"It is my purpose to seek to trace out
the human values which Christian workers the world over have both to start
from and work toward in dealing with
the common task-world evangelization.
The present-day argument for Christianity in non-Christian lands must consist as never before in actual human results, which prepare for and lead toward that vision of God which is the
noblest of all riches."
A thoughtful study of the book will
convince the reader that Bishop McConnell has admirably carried out his purpose.
THE SPIRIT OF PROTESTANTISM.
By Harris E. Kirk, D.D., LL.D. Cokesbury Press. Price, $2.00.
This volume covers the Cole Lectures
for 1930 delivered before Vanderbilt
University. Dr. Kirk has sought to say
in this book to the rising generation of
preachers the things he would have liked·
to have some one say to him when he
began to preach, thirty-two years before. It (the book) "is an effort to reaffirm one's confidence in the redemptive
gospel of Jesus Christ as the only remedy for our present spiritual distress."
"The temper required of leaders," says
Dr. Kirk, "is that of a fully committed
life. Our duty is to carry on, like men
who have enlisted for the duration of
the war. We must . . . aspire to become like the children of Gad, who went
forth to meet their destiny, expecting
to be trampled upon again and again,
who were often down, but never out,
and, after losing many battles, finally
won the war. This was the spirit of the
Apostolic Church, it was the genius of
the great reformers, and this is the
temper that is slowly but surely forming in the younger leaders of the modern Church."
Dr. 0. E. Brown, of the Vanderbilt
School of Religion, says of the Lectures
that Dr. Kirk has shown with a gratifying clearness how the redemptive Spirit of Protestantism furnishes a corrective
for the blight of Secularism,. the shortsightedness of Humanism, and the futility of a Social Gospel that discards
religion.
THE SHRINE OF A PEOPLE'S SOUL.
By Edwin W. Smith. Missionary Education Movement. Price, $1.00.
This deals with the literary work of
the missionary, and is most interestingly
written. You will be surprised to find
how many thrills are packed into this
small book, as Mr. Smith tells of the
many obstacles, problems, and successes
achieved by missionaries in reducing language to writing and translating Christian literature into terms that will penetrate the consciousness of other peoples.
THE MISSIONARY VOICE
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SOME NEW PLANS FOR INCREASING
THE CIRCULATION OF THE
MISSIONARY VOICE
I;

The very best possible plan for putting THE MISSIONARY
VOICE into the hands of every Methodist is the plan we have
long pursued, namely, of securing annual subscriptions each year
through our agents and pastors. This plan has put this magazine
where it is and on this plan we continue to rely. We must let
nothing interfere with it.
Any other plan, however, that will circulate THE MISSIONARY
VOICE without interferring with our regular subscriptions ought
to be welcomed. A few such plans have been tried out and for
the information of our agents and pastors mention is here made
of some of them.

~
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SOME CHURCHES ARE SELLING THE MISSIONARY VOICE
THROUGH NEWSBOYS AND NEWSGIRLS

This plan was first tried out as a district-wide movement in
the Nashville District of the Tennessee Conference, under the
direction of Mrs. j . E. justice, Publicity Superintendent of the
Conference.
The local agents secured energetic and capable boys and girls
·to sell THE MISSIONARY VOICE monthly to non-subscribers.
These boys and girls sold the magazine exactly as newsboys sell
daily papers and other periodicals.
The price was 15 cents per copy. Ten cents of this amount
was used to pay for the magazine and 5 cents was kept by the
SOME CHURCHES HAVE PURCHASED COPIES FOR
seller. Thus some of the boys and girls made a considerable sum
DISTRIBUTION AS SAMPLES
of spending money.
Where this plan is used care must be taken that it does not
In certain Churches our agents have been unable to secure the
interfere with individual subscriptions.
subscriptions of all the persons whom they
The danger of course is that lukewarm perbelieve should be readers of THE MISsons may decline to subscribe on the
SIONARY VOICE. After a full canvass
"THE CONCERT"
ground that they wi II purchase the magaof the membership has been made and
The picture we have reproduced
zine monthly from the newsboy or newsall the direct personal subscriptions poson our cover this month is one of
girl, even though they pay much' more
sible have been secured, the Church or
the most beautiful and impressive
money for it. In many cases they would
auxiliary itself has purchased in addition
illustrations that we have ever
not purchase the magazine regularly and
from five to twenty subscriptions, paying
thus there would be a decreased circulapublished. It is called "The Confor them out of its own funds. Magazines
tion.
cert," by I. Goth. Our copy of
thus subscribed for have been sent to
If, however, such a plan can be used
the painting was imported from
THE MISSIONARY VOICE agents.
without interfering with d irect subscripGermany. The persons pictured
When received, these magazines have
tions it might'-be of great value. If any
are listening to strains of fine
been used as sample copies. The agent,
agent desires to try out this method she
music.
In
a
most
remarkable
way
pastor, or some other person on a given
should correspond with THE MISSIONthe artist has caught the effect of
month presents a copy to some non-subARY VOICE about it. The best way to
great
music
on
souls
of
different
scriber with a request that it be carefully
proceed would be to secure a newsboy or
temperament. Study the faces of
read, thus all of the . copies have been
newsgirl, order the number of copies they
the six persons closely. Perhaps
disposed of.
feel sure can be sold, send the money
this picture might as well have
After the individual has had time to
along with the order at the rate of 10
been called "The Sermon."
read the periodical, the agent or pastor
cents per copy to avoid bookkeeping.
has then solicited an annual subscription,
Copies will be sent immediately upon reand in many cases the person has become
ceipt of order and can be sold for 15
so interested that the subscription is forthcoming immediately.
cents, the profit accruing to the seller.
Of course these sample copies are not given to the same perTHE OLD PLAN IS THE BEST PLAN
sons each month, but distrib~ted so that all non-subscribers will
have an opportunity of carefully reading at least one copy of our
We want to use our ingenuity and resourcefulness in developing
magazine.
various ways to put THE MISSIONARY VOICE into the hands of
This seems to be an excellent plan. It will cost the Church
our people, but the old way is the best way. The direct subor auxiliary but little money and in the end will place THE
scription at the rate of $1 .00 per year, paid for by the individual
MISSIONARY VOICE permanently in a great many additional
who subscribes or by some organization of the Church insures
homes . To insure the largest success, however, the agent must
that THE MISSIONARY VOICE will go regularly into the home
be very alert at all times and must follow up the sample copies
for 12 months. It is the cheaper way, since we must secure $1.20
within a week or ten days with solicitation to subscribe. Otherper year when sold by the newsboys and newsgirls in order to prowise, the effect will be lost.
vide for the expense involved in mailing, bookkeeping, etc.
We suggest that each agent take this matter up with the
Let all of these plans, therefore, be merely supplementary to
auxiliary, the Board of Stewards, the Missionary Committee or
our main plan of securing direct subscriptions. Our aim is to
any other agency in the Church in an endeavor to secure an .
put THE MISSIONARY VOICE into every home and to have it
appropriation with which to subscribe for a number of copi es of
paid for by the person who receives it. Every agent should have
, THE MISSIONARY VOICE to be· used as above indicated.
this constantly in mind and should never cease efforts to this end.
.
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Meet Us At Lake Junaluska
July 15-29
The great Missionary Conference and Training
School will be distinctly worth while. Would you not
like to hear these outstanding inspirational speakers?

Bishop Paul B. Kern
Our own bishop-just returned from a year in the Orient
-full of zeal, information, and passion for missions . .
Dr. Fred B. Fisher
For years a bishop of the Methodist Episcopal Church in
India, he created an international sensation by giving up
his office and becoming a pastor in Detroit; a flaming
missionary evangelist.
Dr. Ralph W. Sockman
Pastor of the Madison Avenue Methodist Church in New
York City-well known as an inspirational speaker on
great occasions.
There will also be standard courses in missions,
religious education, and other subjects, offered jointly by
the Board of Missions and the General Board of Christian
· Education.

.

DO NOT FAIL TO ATTEND THIS OUTSTANDING
MISSIONARY EVENT
For further information address Dr. E. H. Rawlings
or Mrs. B. W. Lipscomb, Secretaries of Education and
Promotion, Doctors' Building, Nashville. Tenn.

